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1. Introduction 
Often the optimum of a combinatorial optimization problem is characterized 
by a min-max relation, asserting that the maximum value in one combinatorial 
optimization problem is equal to the minimum value in some other optimiza-
tion problem. One of the best-known examples is the max-flow min-cut theorem 
of Ford and Fulkerson [1956] and Elias, Feinstein and Shannon [1956]: If 
"nodes" 1, .. ., n and "capacities" cij;;;. 0 (i,j = 1, ... , n) are given, then the max-
imum value of a flow from "source node" 1 to "sink node" n, subject to c, is 
equal to the minimum capacity of a cut separating 1 from n, i. e., to 
(1) min _6 .6 C;;, 
iET jif:.T 
where the minimum ranges over all subsets T of {1, ... , n} with 1 ET and n ET. 
Moreover, if the capacities are integer there exists an integer optimum flow. 
Here ajlowfrom 1 ton subject to c is a vector (x;;);,;-i ..... 11 satisfying 
II 11 
(2) (i) _6x;;= ,6x;; (j=2,. .. ,n-1), 
i=l i=l 
(i,j= 1, .. .,n). 
The value of the flow is the "net amount" of flow leaving node 1, which is 
,, n 
(3) .6 xii- L Xn. 
i-1 i=l 
(This is clearly equal to the net amount of flow entering node n.) 
Generally, a combinatorial min-max relation is closely related to the algo-
rithmic solvability of the corresponding optimization problem. Often a min-
max relation appears as a by-product of an algorithm, and it can serve as an 
optimality criterion, and as a "good characterization", for the optimization 
problem. In turn, with the ellipsoid method a min-max relation sometimes 
gives that the combinatorial optimization problem can be solved within time 
bounded by a polynomial in the problem size. Moreover, a min-max relation 
can be used in a sensitivity analysis, giving insight in the question in how much 
the optimum changes if we vary the initial constraints. 
Besides, combinatorial min-max relations are of theoretical interest. Usual-
ly, they yield elegant combinatorial theorems, and they allow a geometrical 
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representation of the problems in terms of polyhedra. Such theoretical consid-
erations have turned out to be very useful in understanding the algorithmic 
practice. 
Historically, the first combinatorial min-max relations were found by Ko-
nig [1916, 1932], Menger [1927] and Tutte [1947]. They deal with maximum 
matchings and path packings, and at first they were formulated and proved 
purely combinatorially. The algorithmic and polyhedral aspects of combinato-
rial min-max relations were revealed in the 1950s by the work of Ford, Fulker-
son and Hoffman on bipartite matchings and network flows, and were founded 
and developed further in the 1960s by the pioneering results of Edmonds on 
matchings, matroids and branchings. Further significant min-max results were 
discovered in the 1970s by Lovasz (perfect graphs, matroid matching), Seymour 
(binary hypergraphs), Lucchesi and Younger (directed cuts), Mader (S-paths). 
We now first go further into the polyhedral and algorithmic aspects of com-
binatorial min-max relations. For a more comprehensive review of "polyhedral 
combinatorics", see W. R. Pulleyblank's survey. 
Polyhedral aspects of min-max relations. Often a combinatorial min-max rela-
tion amounts to the fact that a certain linear program has an integer optimal 
(primal and/ or dual) solution, without requiring integrality explicitly in ad-
vance. The duality theorem of linear programming then gives the min-max re-
lation. 
E.g., the max-flow min-cut theorem is equivalent to the fact that the linear 
program of maximizing (3) subject to (2) has an integer optimal dual solution. 
Moreover, if c is integer, the linear program has an integer optimal primal solu-
tion. 
In this example the integrality, and hence the combinatorial min-max rela-
tion, follows from the total unimodularity of (2). Total unimodularity is one 
important tool in integer linear programming and combinatorial optimization, 
due to Hoffman and Kruskal. For most of the combinatorial min-max rela-
tions, however, the reduction to LP-duality requires more than just total uni-
modularity. Consider, e. g., the following problem. 
Let nodes 1, ... , n, together with (possibly asymmetric) "lengths" l;j;;;., 0 
(i,j = I, ... , n) be given. Suppose we wish to select certain directed trajects be-
tween the nodes such that each node j I= l is reachable from node 1 by a di-
rected path, and such that the total length of the selected trajects is as small as 
possible. That is, we wish to find a shortest 1-arborescence. It is easy to see that 
this amounts to the following integer linear programming problem: 
(4) min L.: l;;X;; 
i.j-1 . . 
subject to 
L L X;j;;;.,1 (T~{2,. .. ,n}, Tf=O), 
jET i'if;.T 
X;;;;;;.O (i,j=1, ... ,n), 
xij integer (i,j =I, ... , n). 
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Now it is a theorem of Edmonds [1967 a] that this minimum is not decreased if 
we delete the integrality condition. So the optimum value in (4) is equal to the 
common value in the linear programming duality equation: 
(5) min L: lijxij =maxl:Yr 
i, j T 
subject to subject to 
L: L X;j;;..1 (VT), 2.: Y-r.,,;;f;; (Vi,j), jET ilf:.T T'1Ji, T3j 
X;j;;,.Q (V i,j), yy;;..O ('\/ T), 
where i and j range over I, ... , n, and T ranges over all nonempty subsets of 
{2, ... , n }. 
So we now have two equivalent formulations of Edmonds' result: as the as-
sertion that the minimum in (5) has an integer optimum solution, or as a min-
max relation equating the minimum in (4) to the maximum in (5). There is a 
third equivalent interpretation: the vertices of the polyhedron defined by the 
constraints for the minimum in (5) are integer (and hence the incidence vectors 
of 1-arborescences). This of course follows from the fact that the minimum in 
(5) has an integer optimum solution X;; for each length function I;;;;,. 0. So Ed-
monds' min-max relation can be stated alternatively as a polyhedral result. 
We emphasize here that this combinatorial min-max relation is not just re-
duced to LP-duality: the point is to prove the existence of integer optimum so-
lutions. (Fulkerson [1974] extended Edmonds' result by showing that also the 
maximum in (5) has an integer optimum solution, if the lengths are integer.) 
Algorithmic aspects of min-max relations. First, a min-max relation often fol-
lows as a by-product of an algorithm to solve the optimization problem. Typi-
cally the process is as follows. First one easily shows the inequality max.,,;; min. 
Next an algorithm for, say, the maximization problem has as main step a pro-
cedure which either improves the current solution, or shows that this solution 
is optimum by constructing a feasible solution for the minimization problem 
with the same objective value as that of the current solution. 
Thus the relation max.,,;; min proves the optimality of the algorithm, while, 
in turn, the algorithm yields the inequality max;;.. min. 
E. g., Ford and Fulkerson's maximum flow algorithm hangs on the subrou-
tine which either finds an "augmenting path" improving the current flow, or 
finds a cut separating source and sink with capacity equal to the value of the 
current flow. So the max-flow min-cut theorem follows. Note that Ford and 
Fulkerson's algorithm is at the same time a minimum cut algorithm. 
Similarly, Edmonds' min-max formula for minimum length 1-arborescences 
given above follows as a by-product of an algorithm finding a shortest 1-arbor-
escence. 
The above also shows the role of a min-max relation as an optimality crite-
rion. E. g., in the case of max-flow min-cut, a given flow can be shown to be op-
timum by specifying a cut separating source and sink, with capacity equal to 
the value of the given flow. 
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Frequently (in fact, in all cases treated in this paper) a min-max relation 
yields a good characterization. This means that the problem has an answer, the 
correctness of which can be shown by a proof of length bounded by a poly-
nomial in the size of the problem instance. (This concept of good characteriza-
tion is due to Edmonds [1965a].) 
Indeed, suppose we have a min-max relation for a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem. To give a good characterization it suffices to display a feasible 
solution for the maximization problem, together with a feasible solution for the 
minimization problem, with the same objective value. If such feasible solutions 
exist of polynomially bounded size (which usually is the case), we have a poly-
nomial-length proof of the optimality of the solution. 
In "NP-language", a problem has a good characterization if and only if it 
belongs to the complexity class NPn co-NP. So if one believes that 
NP;f NP n co-NP, one may not expect a satisfactory min-max relation for any 
NP-complete problem - satisfactory in the sense of supplying a good charac-
terization. 
Always, a polynomial algorithm yields a good characterization (i. e., 
P~ NPn co-NP): one can prove any answer to be correct just by writing down 
the steps of the algorithm (which takes polynomial space), together with a 
proof of the correctness of the algorithm (which takes only fixed space, inde-
pendent of the special instance of the problem). 
The reverse implication, that a good characterization yields a polynomial 
algorithm, is not known. However, the combinatorial optimization problems 
investigated so far have created the impression that if a problem has a good 
characterization, it also is polynomially solvable. Recently, this impression has 
got the added support of the ellipsoid method, which sometimes deduces poly-
nomial solvability from a min-max relation, or from the associated polyhedral 
representation ( cf. Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver [1981 ]). 
To explain this, suppose a certain combinatorial optimization problem is 
accompanied by a min-max relation which amounts to the fact that the mini-
mum in the LP-duality equation 
(6) min!wxlAx~bl=max{ybly~O,yA =w} 
has an integer optimum solution x. Now, roughly speaking, if for each vector x, 
the system Ax ~b can be checked in polynomial time, then with the ellipsoid 
method the minimum in (6) can be determined in polynomial time as well. So 
the polynomial solvability of the combinatorial optimization problem fol-
lows. 
Here "checking" means testing whether Ax~b holds, and, if not, finding a 
violated inequality. If the size of the system Ax ~bis bounded by a polynomial 
in the size of the original combinatorial optimization problem, we can check 
Ax~b by testing the constraints one by one (and (6) can be solved with Kha-
chiyan's method for linear programming). However, it is not necessary that the 
number of inequalities in Ax~ b is polynomially bounded. There may exist 
other ways of checking Ax~ b than testing the constraints one by one. 
Consider, e. g., the example of 1-arborescences given above. Finding a 
shortest 1-arborescence means solving (4), which is, by Edmonds' theorem, the 
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same as solving (5). Now in the minimum of (5) there are exponentially many 
constraints. Yet these constraints can be checked in polynomial time. Given a 
vector (x;1), first test whether all components are nonnegative. This can be done 
easily in polynomial time. If one of the components is negative we have found 
a violated inequality. If they all are nonnegative, consider x;; as a capacity 
function. Next find for eachj~ 1 (e.g. with Ford and Fulkerson's minimum cut 
algorithm) a cut q separating node I from node j, with minimum capacity. 
Taking the minimum of the capacities of C2, ••• , C,, gives a nonempty subset T 
of {2, ... , n} minimizing L X;;. If this minimum is less than 1, T deter-
je T, ieT 
mines a violated inequality. Otherwise we may conclude that the constraints 
for the minimum in (5) hold for (x;1). So with ellipsoids also the minimum in 
(5), and hence a shortest 1-arborescence, can be found in polynomial time. 
It must be admitted immediately that Edmonds' direct polynomial algo-
rithm for the shortest 1-arborescence problem is much more efficient (and 
gives the polyhedral results as a by-product). With the ellipsoid method, how-
ever, the polynomial solvability can be shown quickly. Moreover, for some 
other combinatorial optimization problems the polynomial solvability could be 
derived, as yet, only by combining a min-max relation with the ellipsoid method. 
Concluding, a min-max relation often follows from an algorithm, but can in 
turn be helpful in providing not only a good characterization, but sometimes 
even the polynomial solvability of the problem. 
Finally we notice that the interpretation of a combinatorial min-max rela-
tion in terms of LP-duality also enables to extend the known sensitivity analy-
sis for linear programming to a sensitivity analysis for the combinatorial optimi-
zation problem. Thus if we have solved both the maximization and the minimi-
zation problem, the optimum solutions give us some of the tight constraints. 
E. g., in the max-flow min-cut problem each of the arcs in the minimum-ca-
pacitated cut has a tight capacity. If we tighten any of these capacities, the 
maximum flow value will decrease, whereas if we wish to increase the flow 
value we must relax at least one of these capacities. 
Unfortunately, combinatorial optima considered as LP-optima often tum 
out to be highly degenerate, so that such a duality analysis provides not more 
than an upper bound for the new maximum, also marginally (lower bound for 
the new minimum, respectively). E. g., in the max-flow min-cut case there often 
exist several cuts of minimum capacity, and in each of these cuts we have to re-
lax some capacity if we want to increase the flow value. 
Below we give a survey of combinatorial min-max relations discovered so 
far, and we go into the methods for deriving them. Above we passed already on 
two types of methods: algorithmic methods, which consist of showing that the 
maximum value found by an algorithm is equal to the minimum value in some 
other problem, and polyhedral methods, which consist of showing that certain 
linear programs have integer optimum solutions. A third "type" of method 
could be named combinatorial, where purely combinatorial, mostly graph-the-
oretical techniques are used, generally without a direct algorithmic relevance. 
We first give in Section 2 some preliminaries on terminology, notation and 
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conventions. In Section 3 we briefly review the notions of total unimodularity 
and total dual integrality and the theory of blocking and anti-blocking polyhe-
dra (for a more comprehensive survey, see Pulleyblank [1982]). In the Sections 
4 and 5 we describe min-max relations for bipartite graphs and network flows, 
respectively, which turn out to be a basis, and a special case, of several of the 
min-max relations we discuss further. These are grouped around the subjects of 
(nonbipartite) matchings and coverings (Section 6), multicommodity flows 
(Section 7), arborescences and directed cuts (Section 8), perfect graphs (Section 
9), clutters and blockers (Section 10), and matroids and submodular functions 
(Section 11 ). 
Some references for background information are: for graph theory, Bondy 
and Murty [1976] or Wilson [1972]; for a survey of polynomial algorithms in 
combinatorial optimization, Lawler [1976]; for complexity theory (NP-com-
pleteness), Garey and Johnson [1979]; for both latter two subjects, Papadimi-
triou and Steiglitz [1982]; for polyhedral theory, Pulleyblank [1983] and Stoer 
and Witzgall [1970]. 
2. Some Terminology, Notation and Conventions 
Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the basic concepts from 
graph theory and linear programming. 
An (un)directed graph is a pair (V, E) where Vis a finite set (of vertices or 
points) and E is a collection of (un)ordered pairs (called the edges in the undi-
rected case, and arcs in the directed case). The set E may contain a pair more 
than once, i. e., parallel edges or arcs are allowed. 
Invited by the figurative character of graphs we shall often use loose lan-
guage, which will shorten arguments, and which could be made as formal as 
we like. Thus we use expressions like: "add a new vertex'', "replace an edge by 
two parallel edges'', "replace an edge by a path of length three" (which means 
replace {u, v) by {u, u'), {u', v'), {v', v), where u' and v' are new vertices), etc. 
A graph G=(V, E) is bipartite if V can be split into classes V1 and V2 such 
that every edge or arc of G contains a vertex in V1 and a vertex in V2• We shall 
call V1 and V2 the colour classes of G, although this splitting need not be 
unique. 
If G=(V, E) is an undirected graph, and V'~ V, the subgraph induced by 
V', denoted by (V~, is the graph (V', {eEEle~ V'}). 
If r and s are vertices of an (un)directed graph, an r-s-path is an (un)di-
rected path from r to s. Sometimes, if no danger of confusion exists, we shall 
identify a subgraph or a path with the set of edges or arcs contained in it. Two 
subgraphs or paths are edge-disjoint (arc-disjoint, vertex-disjoint, respectively) if 
they have no edges (arcs, vertices, respectively) in common. Two paths are in-
ternally vertex-disjoint if they have no vertices in common, except possibly for 
the end points. 
The complete undirected graph on n vertices is denoted by Kn, and the 
complete undirected bipartite graph with colour classes of sizes m and n, by 
Km,n• 
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If G=(V, E) is an undirected graph and V's;;; V, then 8(V') or 8e(V') de-
notes the set of edges of G with exactly one vertex in V '. If D = ( V, A) is a di-
rected graph and V's;;; V, then o+(V') or 81 (V') denotes the set of arcs leav-
ing V'. Similarly, o-(V') or DA"(V') denotes the set of arcs entering V'. 
We often use just v instead of {v}. 
If A is a matrix, and w and b are vectors, then three (equivalent) forms of 
the duality theorem of linear programming are: 
(1) max{wxlx;;i.O, Axo;;;b)=min {ybly;;i.O, yA;;;.w), 
max{wxlAxo;;;b) =min {yb ly;;i.O, yA =w), 
min {wxlAx;;;.b) =max{ybly;;;.O, yA=w). 
Here any of these relations holds if at least one of the two optima is finite. 
In (1 ), and in similar expressions throughout this paper, we use the follow-
ing conventions. Concatenations w x and y b denote inner products. If v and w 
are vectors, v.;;;; w denotes component-wise comparison. When using expres-
sions like wx,Axo;;;b,yA ;;i.w we implicitly assume compatibility of sizes. More-
over, 0 and 1 denote (also) the all-zero and the all-one vectors, of appropriate 
length. 
For a vector w, lwl denotes the sum of its components (so lwl = w 1). 
IR, <Q, 'll., t 'll. denote the sets of reals, rationals, integers, half-integers, re-
spectively, while the subscript + restricts such sets to their nonnegative ele-
ments. 
Let S be a finite set. We identify functions x: S-+IR with vectors x in IR.s. 
Furthermore, we identify any subset S' of S with its incidence vector Xs' in IR.s, 
defined by 
(2) Xs'(s)= 1, ifs ES', and Xs'(s) = 0, ifs ES', 
for s in S. Hence any collection '&of subsets of Sis also a collection of vectors 
in IR.s, and "the convex hull of (the elements of) '&" means the convex hull of 
the incidence vectors of the elements of'&. E. g., the convex hull of the match-
ings is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the matchings. 
If c: S ...... IR, then we denote 
(3) c(S'):= L c(s), 
sES' 
for S' <;;;,_ S. If c is called a "capacity" ("length", "weight", ... ) function, then 
c(S') is called the capacity (length, weight, ... ) of S'. 
Further nonstandard notation and terminology used below will be defined 
on the spot. 
3. Total Unimodularity, Total Dual Integrality, and Blocking and 
Anti-Blocking Polyhedra 
The concepts mentioned in the title of this section play an important role in the 
field of polyhedral methods for combinatorial min-max relations. Here we re-
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view these notions in brief. For a more extensive treatment, see the survey on 
"polyhedral combinatorics" by W. R. Pulleyblank. 
Total unimodularity. A matrix A is called totally unimodular if each square sub-
matrix of A has determinant 0, + 1 or -1. In particular, each entry of A is 
0, + 1 or -1. 
The interest of totally unimodular matrices for optimization was discovered 
by the following theorem of Hoffman and Kruskal [ 1956]: if A is totally unimo-
dular and b and w are integer vectors, then both sides of the LP-duality equa-
tion 
(1) max{wx IAx..;b}=min{yb ly;;.O, yA = w} 
have integer optimum solutions. 
It follows that any linear program with totally unimodular constraint ma-
trix and integer right hand sides has an integer optimum primal solution. 
If A is totally unimodular, then also, e. g., the matrices [ - I A] and 
[/-I A -A] are totally unimodular. Hence also each of the optima in 
(2) max { wx Ix ;;.O, Ax..;b} = min {yb ly ;;.O, yA;;. w} 
and in 
(3) max{wxlc1 ..;x..;c2, b 1 ..;Ax..;b2)= 
min{y2 b2-Y1b1 +z2c2-Z1C1 I (Yz-Y1)A +z2 -z1 =w) 
has an integer optimum solution, for integer b, w, b 1, b2, Ci. c2• In fact, Hoffman 
and Kruskal proved that a matrix A is totally unimodular if and only if it is in-
teger and the maximum in (2) has an integer optimum solution x for all in-
teger vectors b and w for which this maximum exists. That is, if and only if the 
polyhedron {xlx;;.O,Ax..;b} has integer vertices, for each integer vector b. 
Ghouila-Houri [1962] gave the following characterization of total unimod-
ularity: a matrix A is totally unimodular, if and only if each collection R of rows 
of A can be split into classes R 1 and R2 such that the sum of the rows in class R 1 
minus the sum of the rows in class R2 is a vector with components 0, + 1, - 1 
only. 
Total dual integrality. A second useful concept, introduced by Edmonds and 
Giles [1977], is defined as follows. A system Ax..;b of linear inequalities is 
called totally dual integral if the minimum in the LP-duality equation 
(4) max{wxlAx..;b}=min{yb ly;;.O, yA = w} 
has an integer optimum solution y, for each integer objective function w for 
which the optima exist. 
Motivation for this concept comes from the following result of Edmonds 
and Giles: if Ax,,;;; b is totally dual integral and the right hand side b is integer, 
then the maximum in (4) has an integer optimum solution for each objective func-
tion w for which the optima exist. That is, each face of the polyhedron 
{x I Ax,,;;; b} contains integer vectors. 
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So if Ax~b is totally dual integral and if for some w the optima (4) exist, 
then the minimum in (4) has an integer optimum solution if w is integer, and 
the maximum in (4) has an integer optimum solution if b is integer. 
Total dual integrality forms a useful proof technique, as showing the exis-
tence of integer optimum dual solutions in (4) suffices for showing integer opti-
mum primal and dual solutions. 
Several systems of linear inequalities have been shown to be totally dual in-
tegral, and below we shall meet a number of them. 
A system Ax~b is called totally dual half-integral if the minimum in (4) has 
a half-integer optimum solution y for each integer vector w for which the mini-
mum exists. 
Blocking and anti-blocking polyhedra. Fulkerson [1970, 1971, 1972] and Leh-
man [1979] developed a theory of "blocking" and "anti-blocking" polyhedra, 
which throws a new light on combinatorial min-max relations through the clas-
sical polarity of vertices and facets of polyhedra. 
Let A and B be nonnegative matrices, both with n columns, and with rows 
a i. ... , at and b 1, ••• , bm, respectively. Suppose we have the following relation 
between A and B: 
(5) {xEIR~ IBx;;;. l}={xE IR'.'r lx;;;.y 
for some convex combination y of a i. ..• , at}. 
Then the same holds if we interchange A and B: 
(6) {xEIR'.'r IAx;:;.o l}={xEIR':r lx;;;.y 
for some convex combination y of bi. ... , bm}. 
This duality principle (which can be shown easily, e.g., with Farkas' lemma 
or with the LP-duality theorem) can be formulated equivalently as follows. 
Suppose that 
(7) min{wai, ... , wa,f=max{lyl ly;:;..O, yB..;;w) 
for each w in IR ~. Then also 
(8) min{wbi. ... , wb111 }=max{lyl ly;:;..O, yA~ w} 
for each w in IR~. Indeed, (7) is equivalent to (5) (by applying LP-duality to 
the maximum in (7)), and similarly (8) is equivalent to (6). 
So if we have proved one min-max relation, viz. (7), we get another min-
max relation, viz. (8), as a present. And conversely. 
Fulkerson gave several interesting combinatorial applications of this equi-
valence, especially if A and B are {O, 1}-matrices. He defined for any polyhe-
dron P~ !Rn the blocking polyhedron b (P) of P by 
(9) b(P):={zEIR~ lzx;:;..1 for all x in P}, 
and observed that the polyhedron (6) is the blocking polyhedron of (5), and 
vice versa. 
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Similarly a theory of anti-blocking polyhedra was obtained, where ~ in (5), 
(6) and (9) is replaced by =;;;;;. 
4. Bipartite Graphs 
We start with surveying min-max relations for bipartite graphs, as they form 
non-trivial special cases of many other combinatorial min-max relations, and 
as they exhibit several typical min-max phenomena. 
Min-max relations for bipartite graphs are closely related, and for a part 
equivalent, to those for network flows to be treated in the next section. 
First we give some standard notation and terminology. Let G = ( V, E) be an 
undirected graph. Then 
( l) v(G) =the matching number of G = the maximum size of a matching in G 
[a matching is a set of pairwise disjoint edges]; 
r(G) =the vertex-cover number of G = the minimum size of a vertex-cover 
for G [a vertex-cover is a set of vertices intersecting every edge]; 
a ( G) = the coclique number of G = the maximum size of a coclique in G 
[a coclique is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices]; 
p(G) =the edge-cover number of G = the minimum size of an edge-cover 
for G [an edge-cover is a set of edges covering V]. 
It is easy to see that the inequalities v(G)=s;;r(G) and a(G)=s;;p(G) always 
hold. The triangle K3 shows that generally we do not have equality. In fact, 
equality in one of these relations implies equality in the other, as Gallai [1958, 
1959] proved the following. 
Theorem 1 (Gallai's theorem). For any undirected graph G = ( V, E) one has 
(2) a(G) + r(G)= I VI= v(G) +p(G) 
(where the second equality holds if G has no isolated vertices). 
Proof (i) A set of vertices is a coclique, if and only if its complement is a ver-
tex-cover. This proves a ( G) + r( G) = IVI. 
(ii) We next show that v(G) +p (G) =;;;;;!VI. Let E' be a collection of v( G) pair-
wise disjoint edges. Hence E' covers 2 v(G) vertices. Choose for any vertex not 
covered by E' an arbitrary edge containing that vertex, and let E" be the set of 
these edges. So IE"I = IVI - 2 v(G), and E' u E" covers all vertices. Therefore 
(3) p(G).;; IE'uE"I =v(G)+ I Vl-2 v(G)= I Vl-v(G). 
(iii) To show that v(G) +p (G) ~ IVI, let E' be a collection of p ( G) edges cov-
ering V. Then the graph ( V, E') has no paths of lenght three (otherwise we 
could delete the middle edge to obtain a smaller edge-cover). Hence each com-
ponent of(V, £')is a "star". It is easy to see that there are I Vl-p(G) such stars. 
Choosing from each component one edge gives us I VI -p ( G) pairwise disjoint 
edges. Hence v(G) ~ IVl-p(G). D 
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Deming [1979], Sterboul [1979] and Lovasz [1982] characterized the undi-
rected graphs G with v(G)=r(G) and a(G)=p(G). These graphs include the 
bipartite graphs, by the following theorem, which was presented in Konig 
[1931], but which finds its roots in earlier papers by Frobenius [1912, 1917] and 
Konig [1915, 1916]. 
Theorem 2 (Konig's matching theorem). The maximum size of a matching in a 
bipartite graph is equal to the minimum number of vertices intersecting all edges, 
i.e., v(G)=r(G)for bipartite graphs G. 
Proof Let a matching Min the bipartite graph G = ( V, E) be given. We describe 
a procedure which either finds a larger matching, or finds a vertex-cover V' 
with I V'I = IMI. Obviously this proves the theorem. 
Let G have colour classes V1 and V2 • Orient the edges in M from V2 to Vi, 
and orient all other edges of G from V1 to V2• Let V0 be the set of vertices cov-
ered by M. Now there are two possibilities. 
(i) There is a directed path from V1 \ V0 to V2 \ V0 • Necessarily, the second, 
fourth, sixth, ... arc in this path belongs to M, and the other not. Since the set P 
of edges occurring in this path has odd cardinality, the symmetric difference 
Mt:,. P is a matching larger than M. 
(ii) There is no directed path from V1 \ V0 to V2 \ V0 • Let 
(4) V':={vE V1 I there is no directed path from V1\V0 to v}u 
{ v E Vi I there is a directed path from V1 \Vo to v}. 
It is not difficult to see that V' is a vertex-cover, and that I V'I = IMI. D 
This proof, due to Ford and Fulkerson [1956], is an example of an algo-
rithmic proof: .finding a maximum matching now amounts to finding re-
peatedly a directed path. The proof yields a polynomial algorithm. 
In the sequel we shall meet several other min-max relations which general-
ize Konig's matching theorem, like Menger's theorem on disjoint paths in di-
rected graphs, the Tutte-Berge formula for matchings in arbitrary graphs, the 
perfect graph theorem, the Lucchesi-Younger theorem on directed cuts, the 
matroid intersection theorem. 
By Gallai's theorem, Konig's matching theorem is equivalent to another re-
sult of Konig [ 1932]. 
Corollary 2a (Konig's covering theorem). The minimum number of edges cover-
ing al vertices of a bipartite graph is equal to the maximum size of a coclique, i. e., 
p(G)=a(G)for bipartite graphs G (without isolated vertices). 
Proof Immediately by combining Theorems 1 and 2. D 
It is characteristic for min-max relations that they produce, and often are 
equivalent to, a characterization of "necessary and sufficient" type. Thus, Ko-
nig's matching theorem yields that a bipartite graph G = ( V, E), with colour 
classes Vi and V2 , has a matching covering Vi. if and only if k1 ( V')I ;;;;.1V'I for 
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each subset V' of V,. Here L1 ( V') denotes the set of vertices adjacent to at least 
one vertex in V '. 
This corollary was found by Hall [ 1935] and is called Hall's Marriage the-
orem. In fact, it is not difficult to derive in turn Konig's theorem from Hall's. 
Hall's theorem is often formulated in terms of "transversals", "systems of dis-
tinct representatives", or "assignments" - see Mirsky [ 1971] for a comprehen-
sive survey. 
The theorems of Konig can be shown also with polyhedral methods. Let A 
be the incidence matrix of the bipartite graph G = ( V, E). That is, the rows and 
columns of A are indexed by V and E, respectively, where Av. e = 1 or 0 accord-
ing to whether or not v belongs to e. 
Then Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 a are equivalent to the LP-optima 
(5) 
(6) 
max{wxlx~O, Ax.;;;b}=min (yb ly~O,yA ~w} 
min {wx[x~O,Ax~b}=max{yb ly ~0,yA .,;;w) 
having integer optimum solutions, if w and b are all-one vectors. 
Now it is not difficult to prove that A is totally unimodular, and hence Ko-
nig's theorems follow also from Hoffman and Kruskal's result ( cf. Section 3). 
Of course, much more follows: for all integer vectors w and b, the optima in 
(5) and (6) have integer optimum solutions. This gives more general min-max 
relations. E. g., it yields that, given a bipartite graph G = ( V, E) and a weight 
function w: £_,.'11,, 
(7) the maximum weight of a matching is equal to the minimum of L: y(v) 
vEV 
wherey: V--+'11,+ such thaty(u)+y(v)~w(e) for all e=(u,v} in£; 
(8) the minimum weight of an edge-cover is equal to the maximum of L y(v) 
tiEV 
where y: V-+'11,+ such that y(u)+y(v).;;;w(e) for all e=(u, v) in E. 
These results, due to Egervary [1931], can also be shown algorithmically by ex-
tending the proof method of Theorem 2 above. This amounts to Kuhn's Hun-
garian method [1955, 1956] for the optimal assignment problem: given a matrix 
II 
(w;1);'..i-" find a permutation n of (l, ... , n} such that L: w;,,u) is as large (or 
i=I 
small) as possible. 
Similarly, this gives an algorithm and a min-max relation for the (Hitchcock-
Koopmans) transportation problem: given a cost matrix (c;i);''...1. y_ 1, a "supp-
ly" vector b=(bi, ... ,bm) and a "demand" vector d=(di, ... ,d,,), find nonne-
fl 
gative integers xiJ (i = 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n) such that L: X;;.,;; b; (i = 1, ... , m) 
m 
and L: X;;~d; (}= 1, ... , n), and such that L:c;iX;; is as small as possible. 
i= 1 i,j 
In fact, one of the most general min-max relations in this direction follows 
from the fact that, for a bipartite graph G = ( V, E), with incidence matrix A, and 
functions b,, b2 : V-+'11,, ci, c2 , w: E-+'11., the optima 
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(9) max{wxl b1 .;;;.x.;;;,b2 , c1 .;;;.Ax.;;;.c2}= 
min{J2C2 -Y1C1 +z2 b2 -z1b1 lyi,y2, Zi. z2 ~0, (y1 -y2)A +z2 -z 1 = w} 
have integer optimum solutions, again by the total unimodularity of A. 
These integrality results can be formulated equivalently in terms of polyhe-
dra. E. g., if A again is the incidence matrix of the bipartite graph G = ( V, E), 
the fact that max { w x Ix~ 0, Ax.;;;, 1} has an integer optimum solution for every 
w, is equivalent to the fact that the matching polytope of G (which is the convex 
hull of the matchings in G) is determined by the constraints 
(10) x(e)~O (eEE), 
x(8(v)).;;;, 1 (vE V). 
Similarly, the perfect matching polytope, being the convex hull of the perfect 
matchings, is determined by (10) after replacing .;;;, in the second line by =. 
This is equivalent to a theorem of Birkhoff [1946] and Von Neumann [1953]: 
each doubly stochastic matrix is a convex combination of permutation ma-
trices. 
Edge-colourings. Moreover min-max relations have been found for edge-col-
ourings in bipartite graphs, which seem not to follow from total unimodularity. 
For any undirected graph G = ( V, E), let 
(11) L1(G) =the maximum degree of G, 
x(G) =the edge-colouring number of G = the minimum number of col-
ours needed to colour the edges of G such that no two intersecting 
edges have the same colour. 
Equivalently, x(G) is the minimum number of matchings needed to cover the 
edges of G. 
Clearly always L1 (G).;;;.x(G), and again the triangle K3 shows that strict ine-
quality can occur. It is a famous theorem of Vizing [1964] that x (G) .;;;,,1(G)+1 
if G has no parallel edges. Konig [1916] showed that bipartite graphs again 
have L1(G)=x(G). 
Theorem 3 (Konig's edge-colouring theorem). The edge-colouring number of a 
bipartite graph G is equal to its maximum degree, i.e., x(G)=L1(G). 
Proof First notice that the theorem is easy if L1(G).;;;,2. In this case the graph 
consists of a number of vertex-disjoint paths and even circuits. 
If L1 ( G) ~ 3, colour as many edges of G as possible with L1 ( G) colours, with-
out giving the same colour to two intersecting edges. Suppose edge e={u, v} 
is not coloured. At least one colour, say red, does not occur among the colours 
given to the edges containing v. Similarly, there is a colour, say blue, not occur-
ring at w. Clearly, red!- blue, since otherwise we could colour the edge e red. 
Let G' be the sub graph of G consisting of the red and blue edges, together with 
the edge e. Now L1(G').;;;,2, and hence x(G').;;;.2. So the edges occurring in G' 
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may be recoloured red and blue, and in this way we have coloured more edges 
than before. 0 
A related theorem was proved by Gupta [1967, 1978] and by D. Konig (un~ 
published). 
Corollary 3a (Gupta's theorem). Let G=(V, E) be a bipartite graph. Then the 
maximum number of pairwise disjoint edge-sets, each covering V, is equal to the 
minimum degree 8 ( G) of G. 
Proof One may derive from G a bipartite graph H, with vertex-degrees o ( G) or 
l, by repeated application of the following splitting procedure: choose a vertex 
v of degree more than 5(G), add a new vertex v', and replace one edge {v, w} by 
the new edge {v', w} (the other edges containing v remain unchanged). So the 
edges of the final graph H are in one-to-one correspondence with the edges of 
G. 
Since H has maximum degree o ( G), by Theorem 3 the edges of H can be 
coloured with o ( G) colours such that no two edges of the same colour intersect. 
It follows that at any vertex of Hof degree o ( G) all colours occur. In the origi-
nal graph G this yields o ( G) pairwise disjoint edge-covers as required. O 
If we understand the vertices of the two colour classes of a bipartite graph 
as teachers and as classes, respectively, and the edges as lessons to be given, we 
may interprete an edge-colouring as a time-table - each colour represents ape-
riod. For algorithms finding explicitly solutions, see De Werra [ 1970, 1972], 
Dempster [1971], McDiarmid [1972], Bondy and Murty [1976] pp. 96-100. 
5. Network Flows 
A second fundamental field of combinatorial min-max relations is that of flows 
in networks (directed graphs), with the max-flow min-cut theorem as landmark. 
Min-max relations for network flows are closely connected to those for bipar-
tite graphs given in Section 4, and below we shall see that to a large extent they 
can be derived from each other by some simple constructions. For a survey on 
network flows, see Ford and Fulkerson [1962]. 
The classical min-max equality for directed graphs is Menger's theorem 
[ 1927]. 
Theorem 4 (Menger's theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, and let r, 
s E V. Then the maximum number of pairwise arc-disjoint r-s-paths is equal to the 
minimum size of an r-s-cut. 
[An r-s-path is a directed path from r to s. An r-s-cut is a set 5- ( V') with r(/:. V', 
sE V'.] 
Proof It is easy to see that the maximum is not more than the minimum. Like 
in the proof of Konig's matching theorem (Theorem 2), to prove the reverse 
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inequality we describe a procedure which, given k pairwise arc-disjoint r-s-
paths, either finds k + 1 pairwise arc-disjoint r-s-paths, or finds an r-s-cut of 
size k. 
Therefore, let A i. ... , Ak be the arc sets of the given k pairwise arc-disjoint 
r-s-paths. Reverse the orientation of the arcs occurring in A 1 u ... u Ak. thus 
making the directed graph D'. Now there are two possibilities. 
(i) There is an r-s-path in D'. Let A 0 be the set of arcs of D occurring in this 
path (reversed or not). Then it is easy to see that the symmetric difference 
(A 1 u ... uAk)L1A 0 is a disjoint union of k+ 1 arc-disjoint r-s-paths. 
(ii) There is no r-s-path in D'. Let V' be the set of points v for which there 
exists a v-s-path in D'. So rl/:. V', sE V'. Moreover, oA. (V') contains not more 
thank arcs. Indeed, no arc of D' enters V', so no arc in A 1 u ... u Ak leaves V', 
and no arc in A \(A 1 u ... u Ak) enters V'. Hence exactly one arc in each of the 
A; enters V', and no other arc of D enters V'. So 18.4 (V')l=k. D 
This is again an algorithmic proof, based on the famous augmenting path 
method of Ford and Fulkerson [1956], and yielding a polynomial algorithm. 
The proof extends that of Konig's matching theorem - see also Remark 1 be-
low. 
The following corollaries can be seen to be equivalent to Menger's the-
orem. 
Corollary 4a (Menger's theorem - vertex form). Let D=(V,A) be a directed 
graph, and let r, s E V. Then the maximum number of pairwise internally vertex-
disjoint r-s-paths is equal to the minimum number of vertices in V\{r,s} intersect-
ing all r-s-paths. 
Proof By an easy construction from Theorem 4. D 
The second corollary is due to Dantzig [1951] (the existence of integer opti-
mum flows), Ford and Fulkerson [1956] and Elias, Feinstein and Shannon 
[ 1956). 
Corollary 4 b (Max-flow min-cut theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, 
let r, s E V and let c: A-+ lR+ be a capacity function. Then the maximum value of 
an r-s-jlow subject to the capacity c is equal to the minimum capacity of an r-s-cut. 
If all capacities are integer, there exists an integer optimum flow. 
[Here an r-s-flow is a vector x: A-+ lR such that 
(I) (i) x(a) ~O (a EA), 
(vEV,v;br,s). 
The value of the flow is the net amount of flow leaving r, i. e., is 
(2) x(o+ (r))-x(o- (r)) 
(which is equal to the net amount of flow entering s). The flow x is subject to c 
if x(a)~c(a) for all a in A.] 
Proof If the capacities are integer, the corollary follows from Menger's the-
orem by splitting each arc a into c(a) parallel arcs, and by observing that k 
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pairwise arc-disjoint r-s-paths in the new graph yield an integer r-s-flow of 
value k in the original graph, subject to c. 
If c is rational, there is a natural number M such that Mc is integer. Since 
by multiplying c by M, also the maximum flow value and the minimum cut ca-
pacity are multiplied by M, the case of c rational follows from the case of c in-
teger. 
If c is real-valued, the corollary follows from the rational case by simple 
continuity and compactness arguments. D 
Note that this proof of splitting arcs is non-polynomial: if c is integer, we 
obtain a graph of size proportional to L c(a), while the size of the original 
a EA 
problem is proportional to L logc(a). So the algorithm for Menger's the-
aeA 
orem does not pass over in this way to a polynomial algorithm for max-flow 
min-cut. However, Ford and Fulkerson [1956] gave a direct maximum-flow al-
gorithm, and Edmonds and Karp [1972] showed that this algorithm, with some 
modifications, is polynomial. 
Above we saw that finding maximum packings of r-s-paths and finding r-s-
flows of maximum value, essentially are two sides of the same problem. In the 
following remark we shall see that bipartite matching is a third way of looking 
at this same problem. 
Remark 1. Konig's matching theorem, and its algorithmic proof, described in 
Section 4, are special cases of Menger's theorem and its algorithmic proof 
given above. Indeed, if G = ( V, E) is a bipartite graph, with colour classes V1 
and V1, orient the edges from V1 to V2, and add new vertices r and s, and arcs 
(r, v) for v in V1 and (v, s) for v in V2• This makes the directed graph D. Then 
Menger's theorem for D, r, s is equivalent to Konig's theorem for G. 
In fact, also the converse implication holds by a direct construction, given 
by Orden [1956] (where the "transshipment problem" is reduced to the "trans-
portation problem") and Hoffman [1960] (cf. Ford and Fulkerson [1958] and 
Hoffman and Markovitz [1963]). We here describe the idea behind this con-
struction. 
We show how to derive from Konig's matching theorem the following equi-
valent form of Menger's theorem: if D=(V,A) is a directed graph, and Rand S 
are disjoint subsets of V, then the maximum number of pairwise vertex-disjoint 
directed R-S-paths (i. e., paths starting in R and ending in S), is equal to the 
minimum number of vertices intersecting all R-S-paths. 
To this end, split each vertex v of D into two new vertices v' and v", replace 
any arc (u, v) of D by the arc (u", v'), and add arcs (v", v') for v in V. Denote for 
any subset Wof V, W':={v'lvE W} and W":={v"lvE W}. Remove the vertices 
in R' and S". This makes a (directed) bipartite graph G, with colour classes 
V"\S" and V'\R'. 
We show that if k is the maximum number of pairwise vertex-disjoint R-S-
paths in D, the matching number v(G) of G is equal to IVl- IRl- ISI +k, and 
that maximum packings of R-S-paths in D and maximum matchings in G can 
be transformed easily to each other. 
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Let A 1, ••• , Ak be the arc sets of pairwise vertex-disjoint R-S-paths in D. 
Then the collection 
(3) {(u", v')l(u, v)EA 1 u ... uAd u {(v", v') lv~R uS, 
vis not covered by A 1 u ... uAd 
is a matching in G, of size IVl- IRl-ISI +k, and hence v(G) ~ IVl-IRl- ISI +k. 
Conversely, let M be a matching in G of size v(G). Consider the set A' of 
arcs (u, v) of D for which (u", v') belongs to M, and the set V' of vertices of D 
for which (v", v') belongs to M. Then A' forms a collection of pairwise vertex-
disjoint directed paths and cycles, not intersecting V'. It is not difficult to see 
that at least v(G)-IVl+IRl+ISI of these paths connect Rand S, and hence 
v(G)~ I Vl-IRl-ISl+k. 
So finding a maximum packing of R-S-paths is equivalent to finding a max-
imum matching in G, and it is not difficult to check that Konig's theorem yields 
the form of Menger's theorem given above. 
This may illustrate the third angle of vision: packings of paths can be con-
sidered alternatively not only as flows but also as matchings in an appropriate 
bipartite graph. Keeping this in mind is often helpful in understanding network 
flow problems. 
Remark 2. As is well-known, the incidence matrix of a directed graph is totally 
unimodular, which also implies the max-flow min-cut theorem. Here the inci-
dence matrix of the directed graph D = ( V, A) is the matrix H with rows and co-
lumns indexed by V and A, respectively, and with 
(4) 
for vE V, a EA. 
Hv.u = + 1 if a= (v, u) for some u, 
- 1 if a= (u, v) for some u, 
0 otherwise, 
Indeed, if r, s E V, let Do= ( V, A0 ) arise from D by adding the arc (s, r). Let 
H0 be the incidence matrix of D0 . Then Ho is totally unimodular, and hence for 
all c, w: A0 ->-fi'.+, both sides of the LP-duality equation 
(5) max{wxlO~x~c, H0x=O)=min{ycly~O,y+zH0 =w for some zEIRvl 
have integer optimum solutions. Taking w (s, r) = 1, and w (a)= 0 for a in A, and 
c(s, r)= oo (or very large), gives the max-flow min-cut theorem. Below we shall 
see more applications. 
There is an alternative way of viewing max-flow min-cut in terms of linear 
programming. Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, and let r, s E V. Let K be the 
matrix with columns indexed by A, and with rows all incidence vectors of r-s-
paths (considered as arc sets). Then the max-flow min-cut theorem says that 
for c: A->-IR+, the minimum in 
(6) min{cx lx~O, Kx~ ll=max{lyl ly~O,y K ~c) 
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has an integer optimum solution. If moreover c is integer, also the maximum 
has an integer optimum solution. 
Integer optimum solutions for the minimum in (6) are {O, !}-vectors, which 
are exactly incidence vectors of r-s-cuts. Solutions for the maximum in (6) cor-
respond to r-s-tlows subject to c. 
Here we could apply the ellipsoid method: the minimum in (6) can be 
found in polynomial time, as the inequality system x;? 0, K x;? l can be 
checked in polynomial time. Indeed, checking x;?O is easy. To check Kx;? l 
we cannot enumerate all inequalities as there may exist exponentially many. 
However, for given x;?O the system Kx;? 1 can be checked as follows. Con-
sider x as a length function, and find an r-s-path of minimum length (e. g., by 
Dijkstra's method). If this length is less than 1 this path gives a violated ine-
quality in Kx;? 1. Otherwise we conclude that Kx;? 1 holds. 
This application of the ellipsoid method is maybe not very convincing: the 
formulation (5) allows a direct application of Khachiyan's method to a con-
crete (polynomially bounded) LP-problem. In the next sections we shall see 
more satisfactory applications of the ellipsoid method, which extend the idea 
of (6). 
There is an easier theorem, which is in a sense "polar" to the results above. 
Again this result can be fo·rmulated equivalently in combinatorial terms and in 
terms of "currents". The latter one we give first. 
Theorem 5 (Min-potential max-work theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a directed 
graph, let r, s E V, and let l: A__,. IR+ be a length function. Then the maximum po-
tential difference of rand s is equal to the minimum length of an r-s-path. More-
over, if all length are integer, there is an integer optimum potential. 
Here a potential is a function </J: V __,. IR such that </J (v)-</J (u) ~ / (a) for a= (u, v) 
in A. The potential difference of rand sis </J(s)-</J(r). 
Proof The inequality max ~ min is trivial. Defining c/J (v) := the minimum 
length of an r-v-path gives a potential for which cj> (s)-</J (r) equals the mini-
mum length of an r-s-path. D 
E. g. with Dijkstra's method one easily handles the optima of Theorem 5 al-
gorithmically. 
The equivalent combinatorial version is as follows. 
Corollary Sa. Let D=(V,A) be a directed graph, and let r, sE V. Then the mini-
mum number of arcs in an r-s-path is equal to the maximum number of pairwise 
disjoint r-s-cuts. 
Proof Apply Theorem 5 with / = 1. Let </J be a potential with </J (s)-c/J (r) equal to 
the minimum number of arcs in an r-s-path. If k is this minimum number, let 
V;:= jvE Vl</J(v)></J(s)-i) for i= 1, ... , k. Then 5- (V1), ••• , 8-(Vi) are pair-
wise disjoint r-s-cuts. D 
This theorem, observed by Fulkerson [1968], is "polar" to Menger's the-
orem: interchanging "r-s-paths" and "r-s-cuts" carries one to the other. Simi-
larly as in Remark 2 above, the max-potential min-work theorem can be formu-
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lated in terms of linear programming in two ways, which is left to the reader. It 
will follow that, by the theory of blocking polyhedra, the max-flow min-cut 
theorem and the max-potential min-work theorem are equivalent, if we forget 
the integrality of optimum flows and potentials. 
Remark 3. By the Bellman-Ford method one can solve also the shortest path 
problem if lengths are allowed to be negative, provided that all directed cycles 
have nonnegative length. A corresponding min-max relation and good charac-
terization can be derived from Theorem 5 as follows. 
Let D=(V,A) be a directed graph, and Jet l:A-IR be a length function 
such that each directed cycle has a nonnegative length. Define, for each vertex 
v of D, lfl(v) to be the shortest length of any directed path ending in v (starting 
whereever). Then for each arc (u,v) of D, l(u,v)";1>1f1(v)-1f1(u), and hence 
l(u, v):=l(u, v)+IJl(u)-1/f(v) is nonnegative. However, the shortest path prob-
lem for l is equivalent to that for f. 
Note that the shortest path problem for undirected graphs is easily reduced 
to the directed case if all lenghts are nonnegative: replace each edge {u, v} by 
two arcs (u, v) and (v, u) of the same length as {u, v}. However, if edges have a 
negative length, we would create a negative directed cycle in this way. Yet 
there is a min-max relation and a polynomial algorithm for the shortest path 
problem in undirected graphs, also if negative lengths occur, provided that 
there are no circuits of negative length - see the subsection on T-joins in Sec-
tion 6. 
Actually, the max-flow min-cut and max-potential min-work theorems can 
be combined to one min-max relation for minimum-cost flows. A combinato-
rial version of this theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 6 (Min-cost flow theorem - combinatorial version). Let D = ( V, A) be a 
directed graph, let r, s E V, and let k E 7l +· Then the minimum number of arcs ink 
pairwise arc-disjoint r-s-paths is equal to 
(7) max(kr+IA1u ... uA,1- .±IA;!), 
1=1 
where the maximum ranges over all t > 0 and collections of r-s-cuts A 1, ••• , A,. 
This theorem contains Corollary 5 a on shortest paths by taking k = 1. It 
also contains Menger's theorem: the largest k for which there exist k pairwise 
arc-disjoint r-s-paths is equal to the largest k for which the maximum (7) is 
bounded, which can be seen to be the minimum size of an r-s-cut. 
Theorem 6 in its flow-formulation follows from the total unimodularity of 
the incidence matrix Hof D. This gives that both optima in: 
(8) min{wxlc1 ~x~c2, Hx=O}=max{y1c1 -y2c2 IYi.Y2~0,y1 -Ji+z H=w} 
have integer optimum solutions, for w,ci,c2 :A-7l. By choosing w,ci.c2 ap-
propriately, (8) gives a min-max relation for the minimum cost of an r-s-flow 
subject to a capacity constraint, and of a given value. It also follows that if the 
capacities are integer, there is an integer minimum-cost flow. This contains 
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(and is actually equivalent to) Theorem 6 by taking all costs and capacities 
equal to one. 
Fulkerson [1961] and Minty [1960] designed an algorithm for finding a min-
imum-cost flow. This out-of-kilter method also produces the min-max relation. 
Edmonds and Karp [1972] gave a polynomial-time version of this method. 
Similarly the minimum-cost circulation problem can be treated, which con-
sists of finding optimum solutions x and y for (8) (in its full generality). Here a 
circulation is a function x:A-JR satisfying 
(9) x(8-(v))=x(o+ (v)) 
for all v in V. (Often one adds the condition x ;a. 0, so that a circulation can be 
considered as an "r-r-flow'', for arbitrary vertex r.) 
The out-of-kilter method finds integer optimum circulations x if the "need" 
function c 1 and the capacity function c2 are integer, and it finds an integer opti-
mum solution Yi. y 2 if the cost function w is integer. 
The min-max relation (8) for minimum-cost circulations also contains the 
following theorem of Hoffman [1960]: given a directed graph D=(V,A) and a 
need function c1: A-+lR and a capacity function c2 : A-JR with c1 ...;c2, there exists 
a circulation x satisfying c1 .;;;; x.;;;; c2 if and only if for each subset V' of V the ca-
pacity of 5- (V') is not less than the need of 5+ (V'). [Note that this last condi-
tion is eqivalent to: if yi,y2 :A-+7l+ and z: V-7l such that y 1-y2 +zH=0, 
theny1 c, ~y2 cz. So Hoffman's theorem follows from the fact that the minimum 
in (8) is feasible (for w = 0), if and only if the maximum in (8) is bounded (as it 
is obviously feasible).] If moreover c1 and c2 are integer, the polyhedron 
{xlc, ..;x..;c2, Hx=Of has integer vertices, and hence the existence of a circula-
tion between c, and c2 implies the existence of an integer circulation between c1 
and c2• 
We finally give one of the most general min-max relations in this direction, 
which again follows from total unimodularity. If His the incidence matrix of 
the directed graph D = ( V, A), and if bi. b2 : V-+ lR and c i. c2 , w: A - IR, then 
(10) min{wxlc1 ..;x..;c2, b 1 ..;Hx..;b2}= 
max{y1c1 -y2c2+z1 b1 -z2b2 lyi,y2, Zi. z2 ;a.O,y, -Y2 + (z1 -z2)H =w}. 
If bi. bz, c1, c2 are integer the minimum has an integer optimum solution. If w is 
integer, the maximum has an integer optimum solution. 
This min-max relation contains all min-max results described above. It may 
be derived in turn form the min-max relation (8) for minimum-cost circula-
tions, by some direct constructions. These constructions also give that the opti-
mum solutions in (10) can be found with Fulkerson and Minty's out-of-kilter 
method for the min-cost circulation problem: 
A wide range of further min-rnax equalities are contained in (I O) as special 
cases, e. g., for flows obeying lower bounds, and for maximum-"gain" flows. 
Also the following min-max relations for partially ordered sets can be derived 
from (10). 
. I 
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Theorem 7 (Dilworth's theorem). The maximum size of an antichain in a par-
tially ordered set (P, .;;;;) is equal to the minimum number of chains needed to 
cover P. 
[Dilworth [1950], cf. Fulkerson [1956]. An (anti)chain is a set of pairwise 
(in)comparable elements. In fact, Dilworth's theorem is equivalent to Konig's 
matching theorem by a similar construction as the one described in Remark l.] 
Theorem 8. The maximum size of a chain in a partially ordered set (P, .,.;; ) is equal 
to the minimum number of antichains needed to cover P. 
[This is an easy theorem.] 
Theorem 9 (Greene-Kleitman theorem). The maximum size of the union of k an-
tichains in a partially ordered set (P, .,.;;) is equal to min IP\P'l+ky(P'), where 
P";;;, p 
y(P') denotes the minimum number of chains needed to cover P'. 
[Greene and Kleitman [1976], cf. Hoffman and Schwartz [1977], Frank [1980], 
Cameron [1982].] 
Theorem 10 (Greene's theorem). The maximum size of the union of k chains in a 
partially ordered set (P, .,.;;) is equal to min IP\P'l+ka(P'), where a(P') de-
p•r;;,p 
notes the minimum number of antichains needed to cover P'. 
[Greene [1976], cf. Hoffman and Schwartz [1977], Frank [1980], Cameron [1982]. 
This theorem is the poset analogue of Theorem 6 on unions of paths.] 
By applying a projection technique, Cameron [1982] derived the following 
result from the total unimodularity of the incidence matrix of a directed graph. 
Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, and let ci. c2, d: A-+'ll.. Then the following 
system is totally dual integral: 
(11) c 1(a)..;x(a)..;c2 (a) (aEA), 
x(C)..;d(C) (Cs;;;A, C directed cycle). 
From this result again Dilworth's theorem and the theorems of Greene and 
Kleitman follow. Also the perfectness of certain graphs is included - see Sec-
tion 9. 
6. Matchings and Generalizations 
In Section 4 we discussed matching and covering problems for bipartite 
graphs. We now consider these problems for the more difficult general case of 
not-necessarily bipartite graphs. 
The fundamental result on matchings is Tutte's perfect matching theorem 
[1947], characterizing undirected graphs containing a perfect matching. Tutte 
[1952], 1954] and Edmonds and Johnson [1973] showed that this theorem is of a 
self-refining nature: by a series of elementary constructions it can be general-
ized to results on objects like ( capacitated) b-matchings, Chinese postman 
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routes, and "T-joins". Below we emphasize describing these constructions, 
rather than deriving the min-max relations in detail. 
Matchings and coverings. Berge [1958] showed that Tutte's perfect matching 
theorem is equivalent to the following min-max relation for the maximum 
matching size. 
Theorem 11 (Tutte-Berge formula). Let G=(V, E) be an undirected graph. Then 
the maximum size v(G) of a matching in G is equal to 
(1) IVI + IV'I -&( V\ V') min --------
v·>;; v 2 
where &(V\V') denotes the number of components of odd size in the graph 
(V\V') induced by V\V'. 
Proof The inequality max~min is an easy exercise (observe that for V'~ V, 
any matching leaves at least &(V\ V')-IV'I vertices uncovered). Equality is 
proved by induction on I VI, where V = 0 is trivial. Consider the following two 
cases. 
(i) There is a vertex v covered by every matching of size v(G). Let G' arise 
from G by deleting v and the edges containing v. Then v(G')=v(G)-1, and 
moreover, by induction, v(G') = ±CIV\vl + IV"I- &(( V\v)\ V")) for some 
V"~ V\v. Taking V':= V"uv gives v(G)= v(G') +I =t(IVI + IV'l-&(V\ V')), 
and we have the required equality. 
(ii) No vertex is covered by every matching of size v(G). We show that each 
matching of size v( G) leaves at most one vertex in each of the components of G 
uncovered. This will prove equality in (1), since then 2 v(G) = IVI- &'( V), and 
we can take V' =0 in (1). 
Suppose to the contrary there are two vertices u and v in one component of 
G not covered by the maximum matching M, and assume furthermore that we 
have chosen Mand u and v such that u and v have distanced (u, v) as small as 
possible. 
Obviously, d (u, v) > 1, since otherwise we could augment M by the edge 
{u, vl. Let w;f u, v be a vertex on the shortest u-v-path, and let M' be a maxi-
mum matching not covering w. Then Mu M' forms a vertex-disjoint union of 
paths and circuits. Let P be the set of edges in the component of Mu M' con-
taining w. Then P forms a path, starting in w, and not containing both u and v 
(as each of u, v and w is covered by at most one edge in Mu M'). Say P does 
not cover u. Then the symmetric difference ML1P again is a maximum matching 
(as IML1Pl- IMI = IM'l - IM'L1PI;;;;. 0), not covering u and w. However, 
d (u, w) < d (u, v ), contradicting our choice of M, u, v. D 
It is not difficult to see that the Tutte-Berge formula generalizes Konig's 
matching theorem. 
Combining the Tutte-Berge formula with Gallai's theorem (Theorem 1) di-
rectly gives the following. 
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Corollary 11 a. Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph without isolated vertices. 
Then the minimum number p ( G) of edges covering V is equal to 
(2) IV'I +&'(V') ~~t 2 . 
Proof Directly from Theorems 1 and 11. D 
Another consequence is the original perfect matching theorem of Tutte 
[1947]: an undirected graph G=(V,E) has a perfect matching, if and only if for 
each subset V' of V, the size of V' is not less than the number of odd-sized compo-
nents in the subgraph induced by V\ V'. 
The proof of the Tutte-Berge theorem given above, containing ideas de-
scribed in Lovasz [1979 a], is an example of a strictly combinatorial proof, 
seemingly not implying directly a polynomial algorithm for finding a maxi-
mum matching. Edmonds [1965 c] designed a polynomial algorithm finding a 
maximum matching, which yields as a by-product the Tutte-Berge theorem. 
More generally, Edmonds [1965 d] gave a polynomial algorithm finding a 
maximum weighted matching. This algorithm gives as a by-product Edmonds' 
matching polytope theorem: the matching polytope of G = (V, E) (being the con-
vex hull of the matchings in G) is determined by the inequalities 
(3) (i) x(e);;;.O 
(ii) x(o(v)).;;1 
(iii) x((V')).;; LtlV'IJ 
(eEE), 
(vE V), 
(V'~ V, IV'I odd). 
Here (V') is the set of edges contained in V', and L J denotes lower integer 
part. 
The incidence vector of any matching clearly satisfies (3), and hence the 
matching polytope is contained in (3) - the content of Edmonds' theorem is the 
converse inclusion. 
The matching polytope theorem is equivalent to the following. Denote the 
system (3) (ii) by Ax.;; 1, and the system (3) (iii) by Bx~f So the columns of A 
and B are indexed by E, and their rows by V and by the odd subsets of V, re-
spectively. Then the maximum in the LP-duality equation 
(4) max { wx Ix ;;<>0, Ax.;; 1, Bx.;;f}=min{ lyl +zfl y;;;.O, z;;<> 0, yA +z B;;;. w) 
has an integer optimum solution (being a matching). The inequalities (3) (iii) 
can be considered as the Gomory cuts, the addition of which to (3) (i) (ii) trans-
forms the integer linear program to a linear program. 
So Edmonds' theorem is equivalent to a min-max relation for the maximum 
weight of a matching. Cunningham and Marsh [1979] showed that for integer w 
also the minimum in (4) has an integer optimum solution, i. e., that the system 
(3) is totally dual integral. This extends the Tutte-Berge theorem, which is the 
case w= 1. 
The proof by Cunningham and Marsh is algorithmical. Schrijver and Sey-
mour [1977] (cf. Schrijver [1981]) gave a polyhedral proof. We here give a com-
binatorial proof which extends the above proof of the Tutte-Berge theorem. 
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Theorem 12. For integer w, both optima in (4) have integer optimum solutions. 
Proof For G = ( V, £) and w E &". ! , let v.,. denote the maximum weight of a 
matching. We have to show that there are integer vectors y ~ 0 and z;;;. 0 such 
that vA +z B;;;ow and v.,. ~ lyl +zf 
Suppose G and w contradict this, with I VI+ IEI + w (E) as small as possible. 
Then G is connected (otherwise one of the components of G will form a smaller 
counterexample), and w(e)~ 1 for each edge e (otherwise we could delete e). 
Now there are two cases. 
(i) There is a vertex v covered by every maximum-weighted matching. In 
this case, let w' E &". ~ arise from w by decreasing the weights of the edges con-
taining v by one. Then v.,, = v11 - 1. Since w' (E) < w(E), there are integer vectors 
y';;i.O, z~O such that y'A+zB;;;ow' and ly'/+zf.;;;v11 ••• Increasing y~ by one 
gives y;;i.O, z~O such that yA+zB;;;ow and /y/+zf.;;;viv. 
(ii) No vertex is covered by every maximum-weighted matching. Now let w' 
arise from w by decreasing all weights by one. We show that v.,. . .;;;v".-L±IVIJ. 
This will imply the theorem: since w'(E) < w (E) there are integer vectors y ~ 0, 
z';;;. 0 such that y A+ z1 B;;;. w' and ly/ + z'f.;;;; Viv·; increasing z'v by one gives in-
teger vectors y ~ 0, z ~ 0 such that y A+ z B;;;. w and lyl + zf.;;;; v.,.. 
Assume v.,.<v.,,,+LilVJJ, and let M be a matching with Vw·=w'(M), such 
that w(M) is as large as possible. Then M leaves at least two vertices in V un-
covered, since otherwise v,,. ;;;ow(M) ~ w' (M) +Lt /VIJ = Vw· +Lt JVIJ. 
Let u and u be not covered by M, and suppose we have chosen M, u and v 
such that the distance d(u, v) is as small as possible. Then d(u, v)> 1, since 
otherwise we could augment M by ju, v}, thereby increasing w(M). Lett be an 
internal vertex of the shortest path between u and v. Let M' be a matching with 
w(M') = v.,. not covering t. 
Now Mu M' is a disjoint union of paths and circuits. Let P be the set of 
edges of the component of Mu M' containing t. Then P forms a path starting in 
t and not covering both u and v (as t, u and u have degree at most one in 
Mu M'). Say P does not cover u. Now the symmetric difference MiJP is a 
matching with IML1P/ ~ IMI, and therefore: 
(5) w'(ML1P)-w'(M)=w(ML1P)-IML1Pl-w(M)+ IMI 
~w(ML1P)-w(M)=w(M')-w(M'L1P);;;oO. 
Hence Vw·=w'(ML1P) and w(ML1P)~w(M). However, MiJP does not covert 
and u, and d(u, t)<d(u, u), contradicting our choice of M, u, v. O 
Edmonds' weighted matching algorithm can be easily modified to find min-
imum (or maximum) weighted perfect matchings in polynomial time. More-
over, the characterization (3) of the matching polytope directly gives that the 
perfect matching polytope (being the convex hull of the perfect matchings) is de-
termined by: 
(6) (i) x(e)?;O 
(ii) x(8(v))=l 
(iii) x(8(V'))~ I 
(eEE), 
(vE V), 
(V's; V, IV'I odd). 
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Indeed, adding x(E)=±IVI to (3) is equivalent to (6). 
With LP-duality this gives a min-max relation for the minimum and for the 
maximum weight of a perfect matching. It follows from Theorem 12 that the 
system (6) is totally dual half-integral. The graph K4 shows that (6) generally is 
not totally dual integral. Multiplying (6) (iii) by t would make the system to-
tally dual integral. 
The polynomial solvability of the weighted (perfect) matching problem also 
follows with the ellipsoid method: Padberg and Rao [1982] showed that the 
inequalities (6) can be checked in polynomial time (by reduction to a series of 
minimum-cut problems), and hence the ellipsoid method gives polynomial sol-
vability. 
Similar results hold for weighted edge-covers. 
b-Matchings. The results described above are of a certain self-refining nature. 
Given an undirected graph G = ( V, E) and a function b: V-+ 'll. +, a b-matching is 
a vector x: E-+'ll+ such that x(8(v))~b(v) for all v in V. If we have equality 
here for each v, the b-matching is called perfect. So if b = 1, b-matchings reduce 
to ordinary matchings. 
In case b = 2, we obtain 2-matchings, which may be considered as a collec-
tion of vertex-disjoint paths and circuits (corresponding to edges e with 
x(e) = 1), and edges (corresponding to edges e with x(e) = 2). Define a 2-vertex-
cover as a functiony: V-+'ll+ such thaty(u)+y(v)~2 for each edge {u, v) of G, 
and define the size of a vector to be the sum of its components. Now Tutte 
[1952, 1953] showed: 
(7) in any undirected graph, the maximum size of a 2-matching is equal to the 
minimum size of a 2-vertex-cover. 
This can be derived from Konig's matching theorem for bipartite graphs (The-
orem 2) by replacing each vertex v of G by two new vertices v' and v", and each 
edge {u, v} by two new edges {u', v"I and {u", v'}, and by applying Konig's the-
orem to the bipartite graph thus obtained. 
One may derive similarly a min-max relation for "2-edge-covers" and "2-
cocliques", and an associated Gallai-type theorem - see Lovasz [1975]. 
The case of arbitrary b can be reduced to the Tutte-Berge theorem, which 
gives that the maximum size of a b-matching is equal to 
(8) min 
v·~v 
b(V) +b(V')-/J(V\V') 
2 
where fJ ( V\ V ') denotes the following: let I be the set of isolated vertices in the 
graph (V\V~ induced by V\V', and let t be the number of components C of the 
graph (V\(V'ul)) with b(C) odd; then/J(V\V'):=b(/)+t (cf. Tutte [1952]). 
To derive this formula from Theorem 11, split each vertex v of G into b(v) 
new vertices, and replace any edge { u, v} of G by b (u) b (v) new edges connect-
ing the new vertices corresponding to u and those corresponding to v. Next ap-
ply Theorem 11 to the new graph. This construction was given by Tutte [1954]. 
The min-max relation implies the original characterization of Tutte [1952] of 
graphs with a perfect b-matching. 
J 
l 
! 
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Edmonds and Pulleyblank (cf. Pulleyblank [1973]) showed that the b-match-
ing polytope (being the convex hull of the b-matchings) is determined by the 
inequalities 
(9) (i) x(e);;;.O 
(ii) x(o(v))~b(v) 
(iii) x((V~)~ L! b(V')J 
(eEE), 
(vE V), 
(V'~ V). 
This can be derived from characterization (3) of the matching polytope by the 
same method of splitting of vertices. Clearly, characterization (9) gives a min-
max relation for the weighted b-matching problem. Pulleyblank [1980] strength-
ened this relation by showing that (9) is totally dual integral. 
The method of splitting vertices described above does not carry over the 
polynomial solvability from the matching problem to the b-matching problem: 
the size of the b-matching problem is proportional to L: logb (v), while split-
ve v 
tings create a graph of size proportional to L: b(v). Such a splitting preserves 
vEV 
polynomiality if b (v) is bounded, e. g., in the case of 2-matchings. 
Cunningham and Marsh (cf. Marsh [1979]) showed that also the general 
maximum weighted b-matching problem can be solved in polynomial time. 
Again, the polynomial solvability can be derived alternatively from the charac-
terization (9) with the ellipsoid method - see Padberg and Rao [1982]. 
Perfect b-matchings can be treated similarly. It follows from (9) that the per-
fect b-matching po/ytope (being the convex hull of the perfect b-matchings) is 
determined by 
(10) (i) x(e);;;.O 
(ii) x(8(v))=b(v) 
(iii) x(8(V'));;;. I 
(eEE), 
(vE V), 
(V'~ V,b(V') odd). 
So this gives a min-max relation for the weighted perfect b-matching prob-
lem. Generally (10) is not totally dual integral. However, replacing (10) (iii) by 
(9) (iii) makes (I 0) totally dual integral. 
In particular, the perfect 2-matching polytope is determined by: 
(11) (i) x(e);;;.O (eEE), 
(ii) x(8(v))=2 (vEV), 
and this system is totally dual integral, after adding the constraints 
x((V~)~ IV'I for V'~ V. A perfect 2-matching may be considered as a vertex-
disjoint union of circuits and "double" edges, covering V. 
The minimum weight perfect 2-matching problem is sometimes used as a 
relaxation for the traveling salesman problem ( cf. Balas and Christofides 
[1981]). Here one would like to dispose of small circuits in the perfect 2-match-
ing (in fact, of all circuits smaller than I VI). While removing "double" edges 
gives more problems (see below), Cornuejols and Pulleyblank [1980] showed 
that just adding to ( 11) the constraints 
(12) x({u, v})+x(!v, w))+x({u, w})~2 
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for all triples u, v, w gives the convex hull of the perfect 2-matchings without 
triangles. Also total dual integrality is maintained if we add again 
x((V~)o:;;;IV'l(V'~ V) - cf. Cook and Pulleyblank [1982]. 
Capacitated b-matchings. Frequently when considering b-matching problems 
we wish that the b-matchings contain certain edges not too often, e. g. when us-
ing 2-matchings as relaxation for traveling salesman routes. It turns out that 
min-max results for such capacitated b-matchings can be derived from those for 
uncapacitated b-matchings given above, by an elementary construction given 
by Tutte (1954]. This shows again the self-refining nature of matching theory. 
We first consider the 2-matching case. Let G=(V, E) be an undirected 
graph. Call a 2-matching x simple if x.:;;; 1, i. e., if x is a {O, I)-vector with 
x (8 (v)).:;;; 2 for each vertex v. A simple 2-matching can be identified with the set 
of edges e with x(e)= 1, being a union of pairwise vertex-disjoint circuits and 
simple paths. 
Now Edmonds [1965 d] showed the following min-max relation for simple 
2-matchings. 
Theorem 13. Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph. The maximum size of a sim-
ple 2-matching is equal to 
(13) min IVl+IV'l-1(1Kl+K), 
v·~v 
where K is the set of vertices having degree at most one in ( V\ V ~ and where K de-
notes the number of components of ( V\ V ~ containing an odd number of vertices 
in K. 
Proof The theorem follows from formula (8) for the maximum size of an unca-
pacitated b-matching. Indeed, add for each edge e = { u, v} of G two new ver-
tices ue and Ve, and replace e by the new edges { u, u, }, { u., v, }, {Ve, v }. Define 
b(v)=2 if v is an "old" vertex, and b(v)= 1 if v is a "new" vertex. Then the 
maximum size of a b-matching in the new graph is exactly IEI more than the 
maximum size of a simple 2-matching in the original graph. Applying (8) to the 
new graph gives the theorem. 0 
The construction described here occurs in Tutte [1954]. The theorem also 
presents a good characterization for the existence of a perfect simple 2-match-
ing (cf. Belck [1950], Tutte (1952]). The construction given in this proof, to-
gether with the splitting technique of vertices for 2-matchings described before, 
also reduces algorithmically (in polynomial time) the maximum weighted sim-
ple 2-matching problem to the maximum weighted matching problem. 
Similarly polyhedral results follow. E. g., the perfect simple 2-matching po/y-
tope (being the convex hull of the perfect simple 2-matchings) is determined 
by: 
(14) Oo:;;;x(e)o:;;; 1 (eEE), 
x(8(v))=2 (vE V), 
x(8(V'))+IE'l-2x(E');;a.1 (V'~ V, E'~8(V'), IE'I odd). 
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General capacitated b-matchings can be treated similarly. Given an undi-
rected graph G=(V, E), and functions b: V-+'11.+ and c: E-+'11.+, one derives a 
min-max relation for the maximum size or weight of a b-matching x subject to c 
(i.e., x..;;c) again with Tutte's construction. Replace any edge e={u, v) by a 
path {u, u,}, {u,, Ve), {ve, v}, and define b(v)=b(v) for the old vertices v, and 
b(u .. )=b(v,)=c(e) for the new vertices. Then the maximum size of a Ii-match-
ing in the new graph is exactly c(E) more than the maximum size of a b-match-
ing subject to c in the original graph. Applying (8) gives a min-max relation for 
capacitated b-matching. 
Similarly, a good characterization for the existence of perfect capacitated b-
matchings, the weighted case, and the polynomial solvability can be reduced to 
the uncapacitated case (see Belck [1950], Tutte [1952, 1954, 1981], Edmonds 
and Johnson [1973], Marsh [1979]). 
In this way it follows that the convex hull of the b-matchings subject to c is 
given by: 
(15) O..;;x(e)..;;c(e) 
x(8(v))..;;b(v) 
(eEE), 
(vE V), 
x((V~)+x(E')..;; Lt (b(V')+c(E'))J (V'~ V, E'~o(V')), 
and moreover, that this system is totally dual integral. 
Similarly, or alternatively from (15), one has that the convex hull of the per-
fect b-matchings subject to c is given by: 
(16) O..;;x(e)..;;c(e) 
x(8(v))=b(v) 
x((V~)+c(E')-2x(E')~ I 
(eEE), 
{vE V), 
(V'~ V, E'~8( V'), b(V')+c(E') odd). 
Padberg and Rao [1982] showed that the constraints (16) can be checked in 
polynomial time. Hence the ellipsoid method also gives the polynomial solva-
bility of weighted capacitated b-matching problems. 
Lower and upper bounds. Also lower bounds can be fetched into the min-max 
framework. Let G=(V, E) be an undirected graph, and let b 1, b2 : V-+'11.+. Then 
the convex hull of the functions x: £-+ '11. + satisfying 
(17) 
is given by the constraints 
(18) (i) x(e)~O (eEE), 
(ii) b1(v)..;;x(o(v))..;;b2 (v) (vE V), 
(iii) x((V~)-x((V'~)-x(o ( V")\8 ( V'))..;; Lt (b2 ( v ')-b I ( V"))J 
( V', V"~ V, V' n V" = 0) 
(cf. Schrijver and Seymour [1977]). 
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This may be reduced to capacitated b-matchings as follows. Let for each 
vertex v of G, v' be a new vertex, and add to G the new edges {v, v') for v E V, 
and {u',v'} for all u,vEV. Let b(v)=b(v')=b2 (v) for vEV, and let 
c({v, v'}) =bi (v)-b1 (v) for v E V, and c(e)= oo (or very large) for all other edges 
of the new graph. Then x: E-+'IL.+ satisfies (17), if and only if it is a projection 
of a perfect b-matching subject to c in the extended graph. In this way ( 18) fol-
lows from (15). 
Similarly good characterizations, the polynomial solvability, and the total 
dual integrality of (18) follows. 
We can add capacities on the edges: like in the case of capacitated b-match-
ings we can dispose of them by splitting edges to paths of length three. This 
construction gives a good characterization of Lovasz [1970] for the existence 
of subgraphs with valencies obeying certain prescribed lower and upper 
bounds. 
This also implies a min-max relation for the maximum "weight" L:w(e)x(e) 
of a (not-necessarily nonnegative) function x: E-+'ll. satisfying e 
(19) c1 (e) ... x(e) ... c2 (e) (eEE), 
b1 (v) ... x(8(v)) ... b2 (v) (vE V), 
where c1, c2 : E-+'ll. and bi. b2 : V-+'ll.. Indeed, this can be reduced to the 
case c1 =0, as replacing c1 (e) by 0, c2 (e) by c2 (e)-c1 (e), b, (v) by 
max{O,b1(v)-c1 (8(v))} and b2 (v) by max{O,b2(v)-c 1(8(v))}, does not change 
the essence of the problem. 
This last problem is the undirected analogue of the general transshipment 
problem (Section 5, (10)). In fact, Edmonds [1967] and Edmonds and Johnson 
[1973] mixed the directed and undirected case to one problem on "bidirected 
flows". Let A be a {O, ± 1}-matrix, where each column has exactly two nonzero 
entries. Then for all vectors c1, c2, b,, b2, w the integer LP-problem: 
(20) maximize wx 
subject to c, ... x ... c2, 
b1 ... Ax ... b2, 
x integer, 
has a good characterization, and can in fact be solved in polynomial time. 
Indeed, the matrix A can be considered as the incidence matrix of a 
"mixed" graph, where each edge has either two heads, or two tails, or a head 
and a tail. Clearly, if A has no entries - 1, (20) reduces to (19), while if each 
column of A has both a + 1 and a -1, we have (10) of Section 5. 
Problem (20) can be reduced to (19) as follows (cf. Edmonds [1967]). Let 
A =(a;;) haven rows and m columns. Make an undirected graph with vertices 
v], ... ,v,;, v(, ... ,v,i, and edges e1, ••• ,e,,. with vfEej iff a;j=±l, (for 
i=1, ... ,n;j=l, ... ,n; ±=+,-),and moreover edges {v;-,vtl (for i=l, 
... , n). Define 
(21) b,(vt):=(bi); and b2 (vt):=(b2); 
b,(vn:=b2(vi):=O 
(i=l, ... ,n), 
(i= 1, ... , n), 
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E1(ej):=(c1); and c2 (ej):=(c2)j (j= 1, ... , m), 
c1({v/,vi'"}):=-oo and c2 ({v/,vj"}):=oo (i=l, ... ,n). 
Then problem (20) is equivalent to finding a maximum weighted integer solu-
tion for (19) (after adding - ). In this way a good characterization and the po-
lynomial solvability follows. Note that this construction generalizes the one de-
scribed in Remark l of Section 5, reducing network flow problems to bipartite 
matching. 
T-joins and T-cuts. We are not yet at the end of our self-refining trip. It turns 
out that also certain parity constraints can be added. We first consider the case 
of T-joins and T-cuts. 
Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph, and let T<;;,, V be such that I TI is even. 
A T-join is a set E' of edges such that T is exactly the set of vertices in the graph 
(V, E') of odd valency. AT-cut is a set of edges of the form 8(V') with V'<;;,, V 
and IV' n TI odd. It is immediate that each T-join intersects each T-cut. In fact, 
the minimal T-joins are exactly the minimal sets of edges intersecting all T-
cuts, and vice versa (minimal under inclusion). Note that minimal T-joins do 
not contain circuits, and always form the edge-disjoint union of a collection of 
~I TI paths, containing each vertex in T exactly once as an end point. 
Edmonds and Johnson [1973] proved the following. 
Theorem 14. The minimum size of a T-join is equal to half of the maximum num-
ber t of T-cuts Ci. ... , C, (repetition allowed) such that no edge is contained in 
more than two of the C;. 
Proof This may be derived from the minimum weight perfect matching prob-
lem, and the total dual half-integrality of (6), as follows. Replace any edge 
e = { u, v} of G by the new edge e' = { u,, Ve), where the new edges are pairwise 
disjoint. Next, for each v in V, add edges {ve, v1} for all pairs of edges e,f con-
taining v. Moreover, if v ET and has even degree, or if v ~ T and has odd de-
gree, add a new vertex v0 , and edges {v0, ve} for all edges e containing v. So ver-
tices v in T correspond to a clique of odd size in the new graph, and the other 
vertices to a clique of even size. 
Define weights as follows. Fore in E, w(e'):= 1, and for the other edges the 
weight is 0. Then the minimum weight of a perfect matching in the new graph 
is equal to the minimum size of a T-join in G, and (6) applies. O 
Similarly, the weighted case, and the algorithmic problem can be reduced 
to perfect matchings. Note that Theorem 14 itself is of a self-refining nature: 
the weighted case follows by replacing each edge e by a path of length equal to 
its weight (with the same end points as e). 
It similarly follows that the convex hull of the subsets of E containing a 
T-join (i. e., intersecting all T-cuts) is determined by: 
(22) O~x(e)..;;; 1 (eEE), 
x (E');;. 1 (E' T-cut), 
and that (22) is totally dual half-integral. 
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In general (22) is not totally dual integral, as is shown by taking G = K4 and 
T= V. This is essentially the only counterexample, as Seymour [1977] showed 
that (22) is totally dual integral, if and only if V cannot be partitioned into sub-
sets Vi. V2, V3, V4, each intersecting Tin an odd number of vertices, such that 
each v; and each union of any two of the v; induce a connected sub graph of G. 
Besides, Seymour [1979 a] showed that if G is bipartite then the minimum size 
of a T-join is equal to the maximum number of pairwise disjoint T-cuts. This 
strengthens Theorem 14, and actually implies it as a special case. 
Theorem 14 contains the following special cases. If I TI= 2, minimal T-joins 
are exactly minimal paths. If T= V, and we add a large number to all weights, 
the minimum weight T-join problem is equivalent to the minimum weight per-
fect matching problem. Ifwe take Tto be the set of all vertices of odd degree in 
G, T-joins are exactly those sets of edges which make G eulerian by "doub-
ling" them. That is, the minimum weight of a T-join is equal to the minimum 
weight of edges which should be traversed twice in order to make a tour 
through the graph traversing all edges at least once. Thus, it gives a min-max 
relation for the Chinese postman problem. 
By the theory of blocking polyhedra (cf. Section 3), the characterization 
(22) implies that the convex hull of the sets of edges containing a T-cut (i. e., in-
tersecting all T-joins) is determined by 
(23) O~x(e)~ 1 
x(E')~ 1 
(eEE), 
(E' T-join). 
So this yields a min-max relation for the minimum capacity of a T-cut, which 
contains, e. g., for I TI= 2 the fractional, undirected version of the max-flow 
min-cut theorem. Padberg and Rao [1982] showed that minimum-capacitated 
T-cuts can be found in polynomial time. 
In general, (23) is not totally dual integral, even not totally dual half inte-
gral (cf. Seymour [1979a]). Seymour [1977] characterized pairs of graphs 
G = ( V, E) and subsets T of V for which (23) is totally dual integral. 
Note that the construction given in the proof of Theorem 14 above also 
works in the weighted case, even if negative weights occur. Thus, also if nega-
tive weights occur, minimum weight T-joins are well characterized. This may 
be derived alternatively from the case of nonnegative weights as follows. Let 
G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph, and let Tr;;;. V with I TI even. Let w: E-+ 1R 
and let £ 0 be the set of edges of negative weight. Let T0 be the set of vertices of 
odd degree in the graph (V, E0 ). Then a subset £1 of Eis a T-join, if and only if 
E'L1E0 is a T,:1 T0-join (,:1 denoting symmetric difference). Moreover, let 
w (e):= lw(e)I fore in E. Then w (E') = w(E'L1E0)-w(E0), and hence finding a T-
join E' with w (E') minimal, is equivalent to finding a T,:1 T0-join E" with w (E") 
minimal. 
So in case I TI= 2 we obtain a min-max relation and a polynomial algorithm 
for shortest paths in undirected graphs, where lengths may be negative, pro-
vided that all circuits have nonnegative length ( cf. Remark 3 in Section 5). 
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One similarly derives that the convex hull of the T-joins is given by: 
(24) Oo;;;x(e)o;;; 1 (eEE), 
x(8(V'))+ IE'l-2x(E');;;.1 (V'~ V, E'~8(V'), IV' n TI+ IE'I odd). 
In case T = 0 we obtain the convex hull of eulerian subgraphs. 
Finally, by combining constructions like those describe in this section, one 
may derive a min-max relation, and a polynomial algorithm, for the following 
more general problem: 
(25) maximize L w(e)x(e), 
eEE 
such that C1 (e)o;;;x(e)o;;;c2(e) (eEE), 
b1 (v)o;;;x(o(v))o;;;b2(v) (vE V), 
x(8(v))=0 (mod 2) (vES), 
x(o(v))= 1 (mod 2) (vE T), 
x(e) integer (eEE). 
where G = ( V, E) is an undirected graph, T and S are disjoint subsets of V, and 
w, Ci. c2: E-+Z u { ± oo} and bi. b2 : V-+Z u { ± oo}. 
More generally, one derives similarly from the weighted matching problem 
a min-max relation for the integer LP-problem 
(26) maximize wx 
subject to c1 o;;;xo;;;c2, 
b1 -s;;Axo;;;b2, 
x integer, 
where A is a matrix with entries from {O, ± 1, ± 2}, such that the sum of the ab-
solute values of the entries in any column is at most 2, and where w, ci. c2, bi. b2 
are arbitrary vectors (of size compatible for (26)) - see Edmonds and Johnson 
[1970, 1973]. Similarly, the polynomial solvability of (26) follows. Problem (26) 
contains most of the problems treated before. 
A min-max relation for (26) can be described as follows. Without loss of 
generality let c1, c2, b1, b2 be integer. Denote the inequality system given in (26), 
without the integrality constraint, by C x.;;; d. Then if we add to C x.;;; d the ine-
qualities 
(27) yC.;;; LydJ (y{O, ~}-vector with y C integer), 
we obtain the convex hull of the integer solutions of Cx.;;; d, and we could 
leave out the integrality constraint. Adding (27) makes the system totally dual 
integral. 
It is an open problem to characterize the matrices A enjoying this property 
(i. e., that for all Ci. c2, bi. b2, the addition of (27) makes the system c1 o;;;xo;;;c2, 
bi -s;;Ax-s;;b2 totally dual integral). Beside the matrices given above, also for any 
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totally unimodular matrix B, the matrices A =Band A =2B have this property. 
It is easy to see that any matrix with this property has entries only 
0, ± 1, ±2. 
7. Multicommodity Flows 
In Section 5 we studied network flows linking one "commodity", i. e., linking 
one pair of source and sink. Often, however, one is interested in multicommod-
ity flows, linking several pairs of sources and sinks simultaneously (like in tele-
phone networks). In general, such problems turned out to be hard (NP-com-
plete), and no min-max relations could be derived. However, in some special 
cases polynomial algorithms and min-max relations have been found. These 
special cases all concern undirected graphs. 
Here we represent a multicommodity flow as a packing of paths (which is 
for our purposes equivalent to the usual representation of multicommodity 
flows). Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph, and let { ri, s i), ... , { '"' sd be dif-
ferent pairs of vertices of G. These pairs are called the commodities. Then a 
multicommodity flow is given by paths Pi. ... , Ps and nonnegative numbers 
Ai. ... , As such that, for j = 1, ... , s, ~ is an r;-S;-path for some i = 1, ... , k. Its i-th 
value is equal to the sum of those Aj for which ~ is an r;-S;-path. The total value 
is the sum of these values, which equals A1 + ... +As. If a capacity function 
c: E->-IR+ is given, the multicommodity flow is said to be subject to c iffor each 
edge e of G the sum of those Aj for which ~contains e is at most c(e). 
A multicommodity cut is a set of edges separating each of the pairs 
{ri. s1}, ... , {r1o sd. 
Now the following inequality always holds: 
(1) given an undirected graph G = ( V, E), commodities {ri. si}, ... , {rk. sk}, and 
a capacity function c: E->-IR+, the maximum total value of a multicommod-
ity flow subject to c, is not more than the minimum capacity of a multicom-
modity cut. 
If k= 1 we have equality by the max-flow min-cut theorem. The graph K 1•3 
(with commodities all pairs of vertices of valency one) shows that in general 
one does not have equality in (1). However, equality has been proved in the fol-
lowing special cases. 
I. Two commodities. If there are only two commodities, (1) holds with equality. 
This is the content of Hu's two-commodity flow theorem (1963]. Hu also gave a 
polynomial algorithm finding an optimum multicommodity flow, thereby also 
showing that if the capacities are integer, there exists a half-integer optimum 
multicommodity flow (i. e., with the Aj half-integer). 
Rothschild and Whinston [1966a, 1966b] (cf. Lovasz [1976b], Seymour 
[1979 b]) showed that if G = ( V, E) is eulerian (i. e., all valencies are even), and 
ri. Si, r2, s2 E V, then the maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint paths, 
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each connecting either r 1 and s1 or r2 and s2, is equal to the minimum size of a 
cut separating both r 1 and s1, and r2 and s2. It is not difficult to see that this 
generalizes Hu's result. 
Seymour [ 1977] characterized' undirected graphs G = ( V, E) and commodi-
ties {r1, si}, {r2, s2 } for which there exists an integer optimum two-commodity 
flow for each integer capacity function on E. In general, finding an optimum 
integer two-commodity flow is NP-complete. 
II. Commodities with a common source. If r1 = ... =rk, equality in (1) can be de-
rived from the max-flow min-cut theorem: add a new vertex s, and add edges 
{si. s}, ... , {sk, s), with high capacity. It follows moreover that if all capacities 
are integer, there is an integer optimum multicommodity flow. 
III. Kleitman, Martin-Lof, Rothschild and Whinston theorem. If the commodi-
ties form a union of complete bipartite graph, each two of which cover V, then 
(1) holds with equality. If all capacities are integer, there exists an integer opti-
mum flow. This was proved by K.leitman, Martin-LOf, Rothschild and Whin-
ston [1970]. 
In particular, in each of the cases 1-111 the convex hull of the multicom-
modity cuts is given by: 
(2) O.;;;;x(e)~ 1 (eEE), 
x(E') ~ 1 (E' r;-S;-path for some i = 1, ... , k). 
Actually, this system is totally dual half-integer for two commodities (while 
Seymour [1977] characterized when (2) is totally dual integral), and totally dual 
integral in cases II and III. 
Remark 4. Beside the cases I-III, in some more general cases the following 
good characterization holds: 
(3) given an undirected graph G =(V, E), commodities {ri. si}, ... , {rk, sd, a ca-
pacity function c: E-+IR+, and "requirements" Pi. ... ,pk, then there exists 
a multicommodity flow with i-th value at least p; (i = 1, ... , k ), if and only if 
for all V's;;; V, the capacity of o(V') is not less than the sum of the p; for 
which r; and s; are separated by V'. 
This statement is true in the following cases: 
(i) i{r1, Si. ... , rk, sdl ~ 4 (Papernov [1976], Seymour [1980]); 
(ii) there is a pair { u, v I of vertices intersecting each of { r 1, s ii, ... , { rk, sk} 
(Papernov[l976]); 
(iii) {'i. si), ... , { rk> sd form a circuit of length five (Lomonosov [1978]); 
(iv) G is planar, and r1, Si, ... , rk> sk are on the boundary of the unbounded 
face (Okamura and Seymour [1981]); 
(v) the graph (V,Eu{{ri,si}, ... ,h,sd}) is planar (Seymour [1978b, 
1981 a]). 
In each of these cases, if the capacities and requirements are integer, and if 
there ex~sts a multicommodity flow satisfying the capacities and requirements, 
there exists a half-integer such flow. 
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Note that the graph K1.3 (with commodities all pairs of end vertices) shows 
that none of the cases (i)-(v) in general has equality in (1). For an interesting 
characterization, see Lomonosov [1982]. 
If the commodities form a complete graph, there is a min-max relation for 
the maximum total value of an integer multicommodity flow, which relation 
was found by Mader [1978a], and which differs from the relation suggested by 
(1). 
For an undirected graph G = ( V, E) and a subset S of V, a path is called an 
S-path if it has two distinct vertices in S as its end points. 
Theorem 15 (Mader's theorem). Let S = {si. ... , sd. Then the maximum number 
of pairwise edge-disjoint S-paths is equal to 
(4) mint (t1 lo(S;)l-&'(V\(S, u ... uSk))), 
where the minimum ranges over all collections of pairwise disjoint subsets 
Si. ... ' sk of v with Si ES1, ... , sk ESk, and where@' ( V\(S1 u ... u Sk)) denotes 
the number of components C of the graph ( V\(S 1 u ... u Sk)) with 18 ( C)I odd. 
So if G is eulerian, the &'-term in (4) disappears - see Lovasz [1976 b]. 
Mader [1978 b] also gave a vertex-disjoint analogue: assuming (without loss 
of generality) that S is a coclique, the maximum number of pairwise internally 
vertex-disjoint S-paths is equal to 
I 
(5) minlVol+ L LtlV;IJ, 
where the minimum ranges over all subsets V0 , V1, ••• , V, of V (t ~ 0) such that 
each S-path not intersecting V0 contains at least two vertices in at least one of 
Vi. ... , V,. This theorem contains the Tutte-Berge theorem (Theorem 11) as 
special case. 
Finally, there is the "polar" problem of packing multicommodity cuts. By 
the theory of blocking polyhedra (cf. Section 3), from the characterization (2) it 
follows that, given an undirected graph G = ( V, E) and commodities 
{r 1, si}, ... , {rk. sk}, the convex hull of the subsets E 'which connect at least one 
of the pairs {r;, S; }, is determined by: 
(6) O~x(e)~ l 
x(E')~ I 
(eEE), 
(E' multi commodity cut), 
if we are in one of the cases I- II I above. 
Hu [1973] showed that this is not true in the general case. Moreover, Sey-
mour [1978a] showed that in case there are only two commodities, (6) is totally 
dual half-integral. More generally, he showed: if G = ( V, E) is a bipartite graph 
and r,, s 1, r2, s2 are vertices of G, then the minimum length of a path connecting 
either r, and Si, or r2 and s2, is equal to the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
edge sets, each meeting every r 1-s 1-path and every rrsrpath. 
Furthermore, Seymour [1977] characterized when (6) is totally dual integral 
for two commodities. 
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8. Arborescences and Directed Cuts 
In this section we describe min-max relations which are centered around the 
concepts of arborescence, directed cut, and strong connector, and which again 
turn out to generalize those for bipartite graphs and network flows. 
Arborescences and rooted cuts. Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, and let r E V. 
An r-arborescence is a set A' of arcs of D forming a rooted directed spanning 
tree, with root r. That is, A' contains no circuit, and each vertex s # r is entered 
by exactly one arc in A'. A cut rooted at r, or an r-cut, is a set pf arcs of the form 
o-(V), with 0# V'~ V\r. 
It is immediate that each r-arborescence intersects each r-cut. Moreover, the 
minimal r-cuts are exactly the minimal sets intersecting all r-arborescences, and 
vice versa. 
Fulkerson [ 197 4] ( cf. Edmonds [ 1967 a]) proved the following min-max 
equation. 
Theorem 16 (Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a di-
rected graph, let rE V and let 1: A->~+ be a length function. Then the minimum 
length of an r-arborescence is equal to the maximtlm number t of r-cuts C 1, ••• , C1 
(repetition allowed) such that no arc a is in more than I (a) of the C;. 
Before we prove the theorem, observe the following. Let B be the matrix 
with columns indexed by A, and with rows the incidence vectors of all r-cuts. 
Then the theorem states that for any 1: A-.~+, the optima in 
(1) min{/xlx~O, Bx~ l}=max{lyl ly~O,yB<S;f} 
are attained by integer optimum solutions. By the theory of total dual integral-
ity ( cf. Section 3), it suffices to show that the maximum in ( 1) has an integer op-
timum solution. 
Proof Let y be an optimum solution for the maximum in (1), such that 
(2) 
is as large as possible (such a y exists, by reason of compactness). Now let 
(3) ff:={ V'~ Vly6 -(V'l>Ol. 
Then ff is laminar, i.e., if U, WEff then U~ W or W~ U or Un W=0. 
For suppose to the contrary that USS WS?; U and Un W # 0. Let 
O<e.;;;;min{y.s-(UJ,Yo-(wi\. Let the vector y' be given by: 
(4) 
YS-(Un W):=yo-(Un W)+&, YS-(Uu W):= Yo-(Uu W)+&, 
and let y' coincide with y in the other coordinates. Then y' ~ 0, y' B <S;y B, and 
ly'I = lyl, soy' again is an optimum solution in (1). However (2) is augmented, 
contradicting the maximality of (2). 
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Now let Bo be the submatrix of B consisting of those rows of B correspond-
ing to sets in ff. Then B0 is totally unimodular (in fact, it is the incidence ma-
trix of some directed graph). This can be seen with Ghouila-Houri's characteri-
zation of total unimodularity (cf. Section 3) as follows. The collection ff can 
be partitioned into "levels" ~, $2, ... , by defining ,¥;inductively as the col-
lection of maximal sets (under inclusion) in ,9""\(.P\ u ... u .i?; _ 1). By the lami-
narity of ff, each ff; consists of pairwise disjoint sets. Now let R 1 be the set of 
rows of Bo corresponding to a set in ~, ~, .§;, ... , and let R 2 be the set of 
the other rows of Bo. Then it is easy to see that the sum of the rows in R i, minus 
the sum of the rows in R2, is a {0, + 1, - I)-vector. As such a splitting can be 
made similarly for each submatrix of B0 , by Ghouila-Houri's result B 0 is totally 
unimodular. 
Now we have: 
(5) max{lyol l.Yo;;;i.O,yoBo~/}=max{lyl ly;;;i.O,yBo;;;l}. 
Indeed, the inequality ~ is trivial (by extending y 0 with zeroes), while the ine-
quality ;;i. follows from the fact that the second maximum in (5) is attained by 
the vector y above, which has zeroes outside of B 0 . 
Since B0 is totally unimodular, the first maximum, and hence also the sec-
ond maximum, has an integer optimum solution. D 
So although the constraints x ;;i. 0, Bx~ 1 generally are not totally unimodu-
lar, integer optimum solutions are shown by proving that in the optimum the 
active constraints can be chosen to be totally unimodular. This method of 
proof is an example of a general technique for deriving total dual integrality -
see Edmonds and Giles [1977] (or Section 11 below). It consists of showing first 
that the active constraints in the optimum can be chosen to be "nice" (e.g., 
"laminar" or "cross-free"), and next that nice constraint sets are totally uni mo-
dular, so that integer optimum solutions follow from Hoffman and Kruskal's 
theorem. 
Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem can be equivalently stated as the 
system 
(6) O~x(a)o;;; 1 
x(A ');;;.1 
(a EA), 
(A' r-cut), 
being totally dual integral. In particular, (6) determines the convex hull of the 
sets of edges containing an r-arborescence. 
Edmonds [1967 a] and Fulkerson [1974] designed a polynomial algorithm 
for finding a shortest arborescence. The polynomial solvability also follows 
with the ellipsoid method, as (6) can be checked in polynomial time, although 
there are exponentially many r-cuts: considering a given x E IR 1. as a capacity 
function, we can find an r-cut of minimum capacity (e. g., with Ford and Ful-
kerson's algorithm); if this minimum is less than 1 the r-cut yields a violated 
inequality in (6), and otherwise (6) is satisfied. 
By the theory of blocking polyhedra (cf. Section 3) it follows that if we re-
place "r-cut" in (6) by "r-arborescence'', we obtain the convex hull of sets of 
edges containing an r-cut. Also total dual integrality is maintained, as follows 
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from the following theorem of Edmonds [1973] (see Lovasz [1976a] for a short 
proof). 
Theorem 17 (Edmonds' disjoint branching theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a di-
rected graph, and let rE V. Then the maximum number of pairwise disjoint r-ar-
borescences is equal to the minimum size of an r-cut. 
The weighted case follows by replacing arcs by parallel arcs. 
Note that the (easy) max-potential min-work theorem, and the max-flow 
min-cut theorem (Theorems 5 and 4) follow from Theorems 16 and 17, respec-
tively, by adding arrows (s, v) for each v in V, of length zero or high capacity. 
Giles [1982a, 1982b, 1982c] considered matching forests, which generalize 
matchings and arborescences. 
Directed cuts and their coverings. Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph. A directed 
cutis a set of arcs of the form o- (V'), where 0# V' # V and 5+ (V')=0. A (di-
rected cut) covering is a set of arcs intersecting all directed cuts. It follows that a 
set A' of arcs is a covering, if and only if the contraction of the arcs in A' makes 
D strongly connected. 
By a method similar to that of proving Fulkerson' s optimum branching the-
orem ("uncrossing" cuts), one can show that the system 
(7) O..;x(a).;;;1 (aEA), 
x(A')~ 1 (A' directed cut), 
is totally dual integral. Hence the polyhedron determined by (7) has integer 
vertices, and is the convex hull of the directed cut coverings. 
The total dual integrality of (7) is equivalent to the following theorem of 
Lucchesi and Younger [1978] (cf. Lovasz [1976a]). 
Theorem 18 (Lucchesi-Younger theorem). Let D = ( V, A) be a directed graph. 
Then the minimum size of a directed cut covering is equal to the maximum num-
ber of pairwise disjoint directed cuts. 
The weighted version follows by replacing arcs by directed path. If D is a 
complete bipartite graph, with all arcs directed from one colour class to the 
other, this weighted version is equivalent to the weighted version of Konig's 
covering theorem ((8) in Section 4). 
Since the system (7) can be checked in polynomial time (as it amounts to 
finding a directed cut of minimum capacity (taking x as capacity), which can be 
done with Ford and Fulkerson's minimum cut algorithm), also minimum 
length directed cut coverings can be found in polynomial time, with ellipsoids. 
For direct algorithms, see Karzanov [1979], Lucchesi [1976], Frank [1981]. 
It is conjectured by Edmonds and Giles [1977] that also the "polar" min-
max relation holds, i. e., that in any directed graph, the minimum size of a di-
rected cut is equal to the maximum number of pairwise disjoint directed cut 
coverings. This conjecture is still unsettled. However, in Schrijver [1980] a 
counterexample to the weighted version is given. So the system 
(8) Oo;;;x(a)..; 1 (a EA), 
x (A')~ I (A' directed cut covering) 
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is in general not totally dual integral, although, by characterization (7) and the 
theory of blocking polyhedra (Section 3), (8) determines the convex hull of the 
sets of arcs containing a directed cut. 
Feofiloff and Younger, and Schrijver [ 1982 a] showed that Edmonds and 
Giles' conjecture, and its weighted version, are true in the case formulated in 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 19. Let D=(V,A) be an acyclic directed graph, such that each pair of 
source and sink is connected by a directed path. Let c: A-+~+ be a capacity func-
tion. Then the minimum capacity of a directed cut is equal to the maximum num-
ber t of directed cut coverings Ci. ... , C, such that no arc a is in more than c (a) of 
the C;. 
The weighted version is also true if D comes from a directed tree by adding 
all arcs (u, v) for which there exists an u-v-path. Moreover, the cardinality ver-
sion is true if the minimum size of a directed cut is two (but not the weighted 
version). 
Strong connectors. Let D 0 = ( V, Ao) be a directed graph, and let D = ( V, A) be a 
second directed graph. A subset A' of A is called a strong connector (for D0 ) if 
the directed graph ( V, A 0 u A') is strongly connected. A subset A' of A is called 
a cut (induced by D0 ) if A'=o"A (V') for some nonempty proper subset V' of V 
with o"A0 (V')=0. 
It is easy to see that a set of arcs of D is a strong connector, if and only if it 
intersects each cut induced by D0 • The following two theorem were shown in 
Schrijver [1982a]. 
Theorem 20. Suppose D0 is acyclic, and for all (u, v) in A there exist u', v' in V and 
directed paths in D0 from u to u',from v' to u', and from v' to v. Let l: A _..~A be a 
length function. Then the minimum length of a strong connector/or D0 is equal to 
the maximum number t of cuts induced by D0 such that no arc a is in more than 
l(a) of these cuts. 
Theorem 21. Suppose D0 is acyclic, and each pair of source and sink of D0 is con-
nected by a directed path in D0 • Then the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
strong connectors for D0 is equal to the minimum size of a cut induced by Do. 
A capacitated version of Theorem 21 follows by replacing arcs by parallel 
arcs. 
Theorems 20 and 21 contain the following special cases. 
(i) If r, s E V, and Ao= {(u, v) I u =s or v =r), then Theorem 20 is equivalent to 
the max-potential min-work theorem (Theorem 5), and Theorem 21 to 
Menger's theorem (Theorem 4). 
(ii) If V is the disjoint union of V1 and V2, Ao= {(u, v) I u E Vi, v E V2f, and 
A~ {(v, u) I u E Vi. v E V2}, then Theorem 20 is equivalent to (the weighted 
version of) Konig's covering theorem (Corollary 2 a and (8) in Section 4), 
while Theorem 21 is equivalent to Gupta's edge-colouring theorem (Cor-
ollary 3 a). 
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(iii) If rE V and Ao=l(v, r)lvE V}, then Theorem 20 is equivalent to Fulker-
son's optimum branching theorem (Theorem 16), and Theorem 21 is equi-
valent to Edmonds' disjoint branching theorem (Theorem 17). 
(iv) If A<;;;l(u,v)l(v,u)EA 0}, Theorem 20 is equivalent to the Lucchesi-
Younger theorem (Theorem 18), while Theorem 21 is equivalent to The-
orem 19. 
Again, Theorem 20 can be shown by an uncrossing technique for cuts, like 
in the proof of Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem. 
Note that the conditions for D0 and D given in Theorem 21 are more restric-
tive than those given in Theorem 20. 
We leave it to the reader to formulate these theorems in terms of polyhedra 
and total dual integrality. With the theory of blocking polyhedra it will follow 
from Theorem 20, that under the conditions of Theorem 20 a min-max relation 
for fractional packings of strong connectors holds. 
The following result (Schrijver [ 1983 a]) generalizes Theorem 21 and part of 
Theorem 20. Let '1!l be a family of nonempty proper subsets of the finite set V 
such that V'n V"E'e? and V'u V"E'i!J whenever V', V"E'& and V'n V";f0 
and V' u V" # V (i. e., '1!J is a crossing family). For any directed graph 
D=(V,A), call a set A' of arcs a cut induced by '1!l if A'=D;t (V') for some V' 
in '1!!. Call A' a covering for '1!l if it intersects all cuts induced by '&, i. e., if 
oA·(V')#IJ for all V'E'IS'. Now the following are equivalent: 
(9) (i) for each directed graph D = ( V, A) the minimum size of a cut in-
duced by '1!l is equal to the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
coverings for '1!l; 
(ii) for each directed graph D = ( V, A) and for each length function 
I: A _,.z+, the minimum length of a covering for ?? is equal to the 
maximum number t of cuts Ci, ... , Ci induced by ?f such that no arc 
a is in more than l(a) of these cuts; 
(iii) there are no Vi, V2 , V3 , V4, Vs in ?? such that: Vi<;;; V3 <;;; V5 , Vi<;;; V2, 
V2 u V3= V, V3 n V4=0, V4<;;; V5 . 
As directed graphs may have parallel arcs, property (i) can be seen to be equi-
valent to its capacitated version. 
9. Perfect Graphs 
We now consider a class of undirected graphs which is defined by a min-rnax-
relation. This class of perfect graphs was introduced by Berge [ 1961, 1962]. 
What makes the class interesting is that it is closed under taking complemen-
tary graphs, so that one min-max relation implies another. This was conjec-
tured by Berge and proved by Lovasz. For surveys on perfect graphs, see Go-
lumbic [ 1980], Berge and Chvatal [ 1982], Lovasz [ 198 1 b ]. 
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Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph, and consider the following num-
bers: 
(1) w (G) =the clique number of G = the maximum size of a clique [a clique 
is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices]; 
y(G) =the colouring number of G = the minimum number of colours 
needed to colour the vertices of G such that no two adjacent ver-
tices have the same colour (i. e., the minimum number of cocli-
ques needed to cover V); 
a(G) =the coclique number of G = the maximum size of a coclique 
[a coclique is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices]; 
y(G) =the clique cover number of G = the minimum number of cliques 
needed to cover V. 
The follo\\'._ing relati~ns are trivial: w{G)o;;;y(G), a(G)o;;;y(G), a(G)=w(G), and 
y(G) = y(G), where G denotes the complementary graph of G (which has vertex 
set V, two vertices being adjacent in G iff they are nonadjacent in G). The cir-
cuit on five vertices shows that the inequalities can be strict. 
Now G is called perfect if w(G')=y(G') for each induced subgraph G' 
of G. 
Implicitly we have met several classes of perfect graphs: (i) bipartite graphs 
(trivially); (ii) complements of bipartite graphs (by Konig's covering theorem 
(Corollary 2 a)); (iii) line graphs of bipartite graphs (by Konig's matching the-
orem (Theorem 2)); (iv) complements of line graphs of bipartite graphs (by Ko-
nig's edge-colouring theorem (Theorem 3)); (v) comparability graphs (which, by 
definition, arise from a partially ordered set ( V, ..;; ), two vertices being adjacent 
iff they are comparable; the perfectness is easy - cf. Theorem 8); (vi) comple-
ments of comparability graphs (by Dilworth's theorem (Theorem 7)). 
It was conjectured by Berge [ 1961, 1962] and proved by Lovasz [ 1972] that 
the complement of each perfect graph is perfect again. This result, the perfect 
graph theorem, implies Konig's covering theorem (as (ii) are the complements 
of (i)), hence also Konig's matching theorem (by Gallai's theorem), and there-
fore also Konig's edge-colouring theorem (as (iv) are the complements of (iii)). 
Similarly it implies Dilworth's theorem. 
More classes of perfect graphs will be discussed after the proof of the per-
fect graph theorem. We give a polyhedral proof of this theorem, due to Fulker-
son [1972], Lovasz [1972] and Chvatal [1975]. To this end, define for any undi-
rected graph G = ( V, E), the clique polytope as the convex hull of the cliques in 
G. Clearly, any vector x in the clique polytope satisfies: 
(2) (i) x(v)~O (vE V), 
(ii) x(S)o;;; 1 (S~ V, S coclique). 
The circuit on five vertices shows that generally the polyhedron (2) can be 
larger than the clique polytope. Chvatal [1975] showed that the clique polytope 
coincides with (2) if and only if G is perfect. This can be seen to imply the per-
fect graph theorem. 
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First observe the following. Let Ax.;:;;; 1 denote the inequality system (2) (ii). 
So the rows of A are the incidence vectors of cocliques. Then it follows from 
the definition of perfectness that G is perfect if and only if the optima in 
(3) max{wx lx~O,Ax.;:;;; l}= min{lyl iy~O,yA ~w} 
have integer optimum solutions, for each {O, 1}-vector w. 
Theorem 22. A graph G is perfect if and onZv if its clique polytope is determined by 
(2). 
Proof I. First let G be perfect. For w: V-+h".+, let Cw denote the maximum 
weight of a clique. To prove that the clique polytope is given by (2), it suffices 
to show that 
(4) c.,.=max{wxlx;;;.O,Ax.;:;; If 
for each w: V-+fi'.+. This will be done by induction on w(V). 
If w is a {O, I)-vector ( 4) follows from the note made on (3). So we may as-
sume that w(u);;i.2 for a certain vertex u. Let e(u)= 1, and e(v)=O if v=!u. Re-
placing w by w-e in (3) and (4), gives by induction a vector y~O such that 
yA ;;;ow-e and lyl =Cw-e· Since (w-e)(u);;;o 1, there is a coclique S with Ys> 0 
and u ES. Let a be the incidence vector of S (we may assume a,,,;;; w-e). 
Then Cw-a<Cw. For suppose c..,_a=C11 •• Let C be any clique with 
(w-a)C=cw-a· Since Cw-a=Cw, a(C)=O. On the other hand, since 
w-a,,,;;w-e~w, we know that (w-e)C=c.., _ _, and hence, by complementary 
slackness, a ( C) > 0. 
Therefore 
(5) Cw= 1+cw-a=1 + max{(w-a)xlx~O, Ax~ 1) ~ max { wx Ix ~O, Ax.;:;; 1}, 
implying (4). 
II. Conversely, suppose that the clique polytope of G is determined by (2), 
i. e., that the maximum in (3) is attained by a clique for each w. To show that G 
is perfect, it suffices to show that also the minimum in (3) has an integer opti-
mum solution for each w in {O, I} v. This is shown by induction on w ( V). 
Let w E {O, l}v, and let y' be a (not-necessarily integer) optimum solution for 
the minimum in (3). Let S be a coclique with y s· > 0, and let a be its incidence 
vector (we may assume that a,,,;;; w). Then the common value of 
(6) max {(w-a)xlx~ 0, Ax~ I}= min{ I yl IY ;;;.O, yA ;;;ow-a} 
is less than the common value of (3), as decreasing component y~· of y' a little 
bit, keeps it feasible in (6). However, the values in (3) and (6) are integer (as by 
assumption the maxima have integer optimum solutions). Hence they differ by 
exactly one. Moreover, by induction the minimum in (6) has an integer opti-
mum solution y*. Increasing component y! of y* by one, gives an integer opti-
mum solution in (3). D 
The theory of anti-blocking polyhedra now gives directly the perfect graph 
theorem as a corollary. 
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Corollary 22 a (perfect graph theorem). The complement of a perfect graph is 
perfect again. 
Proof If G = ( V, E) is perfect, by Theorem 22 the clique polytope P is defined 
by (2). Hence, by the theory of anti-blocking polyhedra (cf. Section 3), the co-
clique polytope of G, i. e., the clique polytope of G, is defined by (2) after re-
placing "coclique" by "clique", i. e., by "coclique for G". Applying Theorem 
22 again gives that G is perfect. D 
Stated otherwise, if G is an undirected graph, then a> (G') = y(G') for each 
induced subgraph G', if and only if a(G') =f(G') for each induced subgraph 
G'. 
The following classes of perfect graphs have been found. 
(i) Bipartite graphs (Konig [1932)). 
(ii) Line graphs of bipartite graphs (Konig [1916, 1931)). 
(iii) Comparability graphs (Dilworth [1950)). 
(iv) Chordal graphs (where each circuit of length at least four has a chord; 
Dirac [1961], Hajnal and Suranyi [1958], Berge [1960]). 
(v) Meyniel graphs (where each circuit of length odd and at least five has at 
least two chords; Meyniel [1976]). 
(vi) Chvital graphs (the edges of which can be oriented to an acyclic directed 
graph with no induced subgraph isomorphic to ({u, v, w, x}, 
{(u, v), (v, w), (x, w)}); Chvatal [1981]). 
(vii) Unimodular graphs (where the incidence matrix of all maximal cliques 
form a totally unimodular matrix; Hoffman and Kruskal [1956]). 
(viii) Cameron graphs (which arise from a directed graph D=(V,A), and sub-
set T of V intersecting each directed cycle in exactly one vertex, as fol-
lows: the vertex set is V\T, two vertices being adjacent iff they occur to-
gether in some directed cycle of D; Cameron [1982] - cf. (11) in Section 
5). 
(ix) Edmonds-Giles graphs (which are graphs G arising as follows: let 
D = ( V, A) be a directed graph, and let ~ be a collection of subsets of V, 
such that o+(V')=0 for V'El6'; and such that if V', V"E~ with 
V'n V"#0 and V'u V"# V then V'n V"E~ and V'u V"E~; let G 
have vertex set A, two distinct arcs a' and a' of D being adjacent in G if 
and only if a', a"E8-(V') for some V' E~; Edmonds and Giles [1977] -
cf. Section 11). 
(x) Complements of the graphs above. 
We leave it to the reader to deduce the several inclusions between these 
classes. 
It is conjectured by Berge [1969] that a graph is perfect if and only if it has 
no induced subgraph isomorphic to an odd circuit of odd length at least five or 
its complement. This strong perfect graph conjecture is still unsettled. 
Suppose that we wish to derive, with the ellipsoid method, from the charac-
terization (2) of the clique polytope, a polynomial algorithm determining a 
maximum clique in a perfect graph. Then we must be able to check the system 
(2) in polynomial time. However, this is equivalent to finding a maximum 
weighted coclique in G. This is the same as a maximum weighted clique in the 
• 
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complementary graph, which is perfect again. Hence, we cannot use (2) to ob-
tain a polynomial algorithm for the clique problem for perfect graphs in gener-
al. 
However, there is another, non-polyhedral min-max relation for m (G). In 
Lovasz [1979] it is shown that if G is perfect, say with vertices 1, ... , n, then: 
(7) 
n 
m(G) = max { L b;_; IB = (bij) is a symmetric positive semi-definite n x n-
i,i-1 matrix with trace 1, and with bii = 0 if i #j and i and 
j are not adjacent in G} = 
=min {A (C) IC= (ci.i) is a symmetric n x n-matrix, with cii = 1 if i =j 
or i andj are adjacent in G}, 
where A (C) denotes the largest eigenvalue of C. Since the largest eigenvalue of 
a matrix can be approximated fast enough, (7) gives a good characterization for 
the clique problem for perfect graphs. Moreover, since the conditions in the 
maximum in (7) can be checked in polynomial time, the maximum itself, and 
hence ro(G) can be determined in polynomial time, again with ellipsoids. Simi-
larly the weighted case can be handled - see Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver 
[1981, 1981 a]. In Lovasz [1981 b] it is shown that G is perfect if and only if (7) 
holds for all induced subgraphs of G. 
Other classes of graphs with a good characterization for (t)(G) or a(G). Beside 
the perfect graphs there are some other classes of graphs for which the coclique 
or clique problem is well-characterized, or even polynomial solvable. 
We saw already in Section 6 that the coclique number of the line graph of 
an undirected graph can be found in polynomial time, as this is the matching 
number of the original graph. (Clearly, also the clique number of a line graph 
can be computed in polynomial time.) 
Minty [1980] and Sbihi [1978] showed more generally that in any claw-free 
graph, a maximum weighted coclique can be found in polynomial time. Here a 
graph is claw-free if it has no K 1, 3 as an induced subgraph (e. g., line-graphs are 
claw-free). So this implies a good characterization for the (weighted) coclique 
number. However, no min-max relation for this number is known. Key prob-
lem here is characterizing (in terms of inequalities) the convex hull of the cocli-
ques in a claw-free graph (cf. Giles and Trotter [1981]). 
Other classes for which the weighted coclique number can be found in po-
lynomial time are: circular arc graphs, circle arc graphs, and their complements 
(a circular arc graph (circle graph, respectively) has a collection of connected in-
tervals (chords, respectively) of a circle as vertex set, two of them being adja-
cent iff they intersect (Gavril [1973, 1974])); graphs without "long" odd circuits 
(Hsu, lkura and Nemhauser [1979]). 
Another class of, not-necessarily perfect, graphs G with w(G)=y(G) was 
found by Gyori [1981]: let A be a {O, l}-matrix, such that the ones in each row 
form a connected interval; then the graph G has vertex set {(i,j)Ja;j=l}, 
where two pairs (i,j) and (i',j ') are adjacent iff aiF = 0 or ai'j = 0. 
Finally, Sbihi and Ubry [1982] defined a graph G=(V, E) to be h-perfect if 
its coclique polytope (the convex hull of the cocliques) is determined by: 
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(8) x(v)~O 
x(C)..; 1 
(v E V), 
(C~ V, C clique), 
x(C)..; LilC!J (C~ V, Codd circuit). 
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By Theorem 22, each perfect graph is Ii-perfect. Sbihi and Uhry described a 
constructive class of Ii-perfect graphs, including the "series-parallel graphs". 
Clearly, if G is h-perfect, a ( G) has a good characterization. 
10. Clutters and Blockers 
Many of the min-max relations dealt with above allow an interpretation in 
terms of "hypergraphs" or "clutters". Interesting theorems for these more gen-
eral structures, extending these min-max results, were found by Fulkerson 
[1970, 1971, 1972], Lehman [1979], Lovasz [1972, 1975, 1977], and Seymour 
[1977, 1979a]. 
Let S be a finite set. A collection 'ff of subsets of S is called a clutter if no 
two sets in 'ff are contained in each other. The blocker b ('6°) of '6' is the collec-
tion of minimal sets (under inclusion) intersecting all sets in '&: So b ('it?') is a 
clutter again. 
Edmonds and Fulkerson [1970] observed that for any clutter '6' the follow-
ing duality phenomenon holds: 
(I) b (b ('ff))='&: 
In the Sections 4-8 we have met several examples of a clutter 7f3 together 
with its blocker b ('ff): 
given: 
(2) G=(V, E) 
(3) D=(V,A),r,sE V 
(4) G=(V, E), T<;; V 
(5) G=(V,E),ri,Si,r2,s2 EV 
(6) D=(V,A),rEV 
(7) D =(V, A) 
(8) D0 =(V,A 0 ), D=(V,A) 
~ contains the 
minimal: 
"stars" 
r-s-cuts 
T-cuts 
two-commodity cuts 
r-cuts 
directed cuts 
cuts induced by D0 
b (Z1) contains the 
minimal: 
edge coverings 
r-s-paths 
T-joins 
r1-s1-paths and 
r2-srpaths 
r-arborescences 
directed cut coverings 
strong connectors for D0 
where G is an undirected graph, and D and D 0 are directed graphs. A star is a 
collection of edges of the form 8 (v) for some vertex v. 
For any clutter 'ff on a set S, let M'lf? denote the matrix with rows all inci-
dence vectors of sets in '&: So the rows and columns of M'ii are indexed by ff 
and S, respectively. For w: s_.-g+ consider the linear programming duality 
equation: 
(9) min{wxlx~O, Mwx~ l}=max{lyl ly~O,y M'6 ,,;;;; w). 
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One immediately sees that if the minimum has an integer optimum solution x, 
such a vector x is the incidence vector of a set in b ('itf'). 
Now 'iB is said to have the <O.+-max-flow min-cut property, or the <O.+-
MFMC-property, ifthe minimum in (9) has an integer optimum solution (being 
the incidence vector of a set in b ('iB)), for each nonnegative vector w. Equival-
ently, if: 
(10) {x;:;.O I M'il? x;;. l) = {x lx;;,,,z for some convex combination z of the rows 
of Mn<W>l· 
By the theory of blocking polyhedra (cf. Section 3), (10) is equivalent to the 
same equation with 'iB and b ('15') interchanged: 
(11) {x ;;.<> 0 I Mn<<&iX ;_;,,, 1) = {x Ix ;;,,,z for some convex combination z of the rows 
of Mild· 
Therefore, the following result of Lehman [1979] holds: 
(12) 'iB has the <O.+-MFMC-property, if and only ifb('l!f") has the <0.+-MFMC-
property. 
So if the minimum in (9) has an integer optimum solution for each nonnegative 
vector w, the same holds if we replace 'iB by b ('iB). Below we shall see that this 
gives several equivalences between combinatorial min-max relations. 
First consider the following more general property. Let IK ~<I)_+. The clutter 
'15" is said to have the IK-MFMC-property, if the minimum in (9) has an integer 
optimum solution x, and if the maximum has an optimum solution in !Ks, for 
each nonnegative integer vector w. In particular, 'iB has the ll +-MFMC-proper-
ty, if and only if the system x;.;,,, 0, Mw x ;;.<> 1 is totally dual integral. Note that if 
IK' ;2 IK, then the IK-MFMC-property implies the IK'-MFMC-property. 
It is the content of Konig's (weighted) edge-covering theorem (Corollary 2a 
and (8) in Section 4), that for bipartite graphs the clutter ltf' in (2) has the ll +-
MFMC-property. The fact that for bipartite graphs also b('IB) in (2) has the 
Z+-MFMC-property is equivalent to Gupta's theorem (Corollary 3 a). 
The clutters '15" and b('IB) in (3) both have the fl+-MFMC-property, which is 
the content of the max-potential min-work and the max-flow min-cut theorem 
(Theorem 5 and Corollary 4 b ), respectively. 
The clutter '15" in (4) has the tll+-MFMC-property (Theorem 14), hence 
b('iB) has the <12+-MFMC-property (and maybe the J fl+-MFMC-property, 
but generally not the 1.:£:+-MFMC-property - see Seymour (1979 a]). 
The clutters 'iB and b('IB) in (5) both have the 1.:£:+-MFMC-property, which 
was shown by Seymour [1978a] and Hu [1963], respectively - see Section 7. 
The clutters '15" and b ('iB) in (6) both have the :e'.+-MFMC-property, which is 
the content of Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem and Edmonds' disjoint 
branching theorem (Theorems 16 and 17), respectively. 
The clutter '15" in (7) has the Z + -MFMC-property, by the Lucchesi-Younger 
theorem (Theorem 18), hence b('l!f") has the <12+-MFMC-property. Generally, 
b('IB) does not have the fl+-MFMC-property (see Schrijver [1980]). It has this 
property under the conditions formulated in Theorem 19. 
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The clutters f:J and b(f:J) in (8) have the :&'.+-MFMC-property under the 
conditions formulated in Theorems 20 and 21, respectively. 
Note that, roughly speaking, the ellipsoid method gives the following: 
(13) if the clutter f:J on S has the <Q+-MFMC-property. then: there exists a po-
lynomial algorithm finding a minimum weight set in ff/,for each nonnega-
tive weight function, if and only if there exists a polynomial algorithm 
finding a minimum weight set in b (f:J ), for each nonnegative weight func-
tion. 
Indeed, if the minimum in (9) has an integer optimum solution, then a mini-
mum weight set in b (f:J) can be found in polynomial time, if the system x ~ 0, 
M'<t? x ~ 1 can be checked in polynomial time. Considering x as a weight func-
tion, this last amounts to finding a minimum weight set in '0". 
In fact (13) could be stated more generally (and more precisely) in terms of 
classes of clutters, for which there exists a fixed polynomial algorithm finding 
minimum weight sets in the clutters (like Ford and Fulkerson's algorithm for 
all clutters f:J of r-s-cuts) - see Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver [ 1981]. It is still 
an open question whether there exists a fixed polynomial algorithm finding 
minimum weight sets in any given clutter with the <Q+-MFMC-property (which 
would make (13) trivial). 
The problem of characterizing clutters with the ~+-, t~+-, or <Q+-
MFMC-property is still unsettled for the greater part. Seymour [1977] showed 
that if f:J has the IK-MFMC-property, then any minor of f:J has the same prop-
erty. Here a minor f:J' arises from f:J by taking disjoint subsets S 1 and S 2 of S, 
and defining ?/' to be the collection of minimal sets in 
(14) 
So finding all minimal clutters (under taking minors) not having the IK-
MFMC-property would characterize this property. As Seymour pointed out, 
this may be a difficult problem. 
Seymour showed that the clutter Q6 , defined by 
(15) Q6:= {{l, 3, 5}, {l, 4, 6}, (2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5}} 
(which could be identified with the triangles in the complete graph K4), is a 
minimal clutter without the ~+-MFMC-property. However, Q6 has the <Q+-
MFMC-property, and b(Q6 ) has the :&'.+-MFMC-property. It was conjectured 
that if f:J has no Q6 minor, and if b(f:J) has the ~+-MFMC-property, then f:J 
has the ?lvMFMC-property. This is, however, contradicted by the example in 
Schrijver [ 1980]. 
Note that Q6. and the clutters in (7), show that the 7l+-MFMC-property is 
not invariant under taking blockers. Seymour [1978 a] gave an example showing 
that also the t ~+-property is not invariant under taking blockers. 
Seymour [1977] was able to characterize the ~+-MFMC-property for an in-
teresting class of clutters. A clutter f:J on S is called binary if for all Si. ... , Sk in 
f:J with k odd, the set S 1.1 .. . LlSk includes a set in '0". It is not difficult to prove 
that the blocker of a binary clutter is binary again. 
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Examples of binary clutters are those of r-s-paths, r-s-cuts, T-joins, T-cuts, 
two-commodity paths and two-commodity cuts ((3), (4), (5) above). 
Now Seymour proved: 
Theorem 23. A binary clutter has the 7l +-MFMC-property, if and only if it has no 
Q6 minor. 
Applied to the examples mentioned above, this theorem characterizes when 
the 'll+-MFMC-property holds, i.e., when the system x>O, M'6x~ 1 is totally 
dual integral. Another class of binary clutters is obtained as follows: let 
G =(V, E) be an undirected graph, let Vbe split into classes R, S, R', S', and let 
the clutter 'ff consist of all paths (considered as edge sets) joining either R and 
S, or R' and S'. Then Seymour's theorem implies a special case of Kleitman, 
Martin-LOf, Rothschild and Whinston's theorem (see Section 7). 
The problem of characterizing similarly the binary clutters with the <Q +-
MFMC-property seems to be hard - see Seymour [1977, 1979a]. 
For some related min-max results, see Lovasz [1974, 1975, 1976a, 1977], 
Seymour [1981 b], Schrijver and Seymour [1979]. 
One may ask for similar results for the anti-blocking case, where we con-
sider the anti-blocker a('??) of~ defined as the collection of all maximal sub-
sets of S intersecting no set in 'rB in more than one element. In fact the theory 
here is much more streamlined than in the blocking case, and turns out to re-
duce completely to perfect graph theory. E. g., if 'rB is a clutter, and the poly-
tope 
(16) O~x(s)..; 1 (sES), 
x(S')..; 1 (S'E'iB), 
has integer vertices (being the incidence vectors of sets in a ('0") ), then ( 16) is to-
tally dual integral, and 'rB is the collection of all maximal cliques in a perfect 
graph, while the polytope (16) is just the convex hull of its cocliques - see Ful-
kerson [1971, 1972], Lovasz [1972, 1974], Padberg [1975]. 
The blocking and the anti-blocking case come together in the so-called bal-
anced matrices, which are {O, I)-matrices having no square submatrix of odd or-
der with exactly two ones in each row and in each column. Berge [1970, 1972], 
Berge and Las Vergnas [1970], and Fulkerson, Hoffman and Oppenheim [1974] 
showed that if Mis a balanced matrix, and w is an integer vector, then each of 
the optima 
(17) max{wxlx;;;.O, Mx..; l}=min {lyl ly>O,y M>w}, 
min {wxlx>O, Mx;;;. l}=max{lyl ly>O,y M..; w} 
have integer optimum solutions. Moreover, the columns of M can be split into 
k classes, such that each of the classes contains at least one 1 in each of the 
rows, where k is the minimum number of ones in any row. A similar result 
holds if we replace "at least" by "at most", and "minimum" by "maximum". 
These results can be formulated equivalently in terms of total dual integrali-
ty, clutters, blockers, 'll+-MFMC-property, anti-blockers, and so on, which we 
leave to the reader. 
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As the incidence matrix of a bipartite graph is balanced, these results ex-
tend the results of Konig, Egervary, Gupta on bipartite graphs given in Section 
4. More generally, each nonnegative totally unimodular matrix is balanced. 
Another class of balanced matrices are the totally balanced matrices, containing 
no incidence matrix of a circuit of lenght at least three as a submatrix - see An-
stee and Farber [1982], Brouwer and Kolen [1980], Hoffman, Kolen and Saka-
rovitch [1982), and Lubiw [1982]. 
11. Matroids and Submodular Functions 
The concept of matroid, introduced by Whitney [1935] and Van der Waerden 
[1937) as a framework for graph-theoretic and algebraic studies, turned out to 
play also a unifying role in combinatorial optimization. This was revealed by 
the work of Rado [1957) and Edmonds [1970]. In the latter paper also optimiza-
tion problems for the more general structure of submodular functions were 
studied. 
Here we review briefly the min-max relations for matroids and submodular 
functions. For a more comprehensive discussion, see Lovasz's survey on "Sub-
modular functions and convexity". The standard text on matroid theory is the 
book of Welsh [1976). 
A matroid Mis a pair (S, 3), where Sis a finite set and .Y is a collection 
of subsets of S such that 
(1) (i) 0Ec9'; 
(ii) if S" <;;,, S' E .Y then S" E 3, 
(iii) if S', S" E .Y and IS'I < IS"I then S' us E .Y for some s E S"\S'. 
The sets in 3 are called the independent sets of the matroid. The bases are the 
maximal independent sets. It follows from (1) (iii) that all bases have the same 
size. Associated with M is its rank function r: ..9 (S)~ Z, defined by: 
(2) r(S'):=max{IS"I \ S" E 3, S"<;;,,S'l 
for S' <;;,, S. The rank function uniquely determines M, as S' E .Y iff 
r(S')= IS'I. 
Examples of matroids are as follows. 
I. Graphic matroids (Whitney [1935]). Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph, 
and let 3 consist of all subsets E' of E not containing any circuit. 
Then M = (E, 3) is a matroid, with rank function r given by: 
r(E')= IVl-K(V, E'), where K(V, E') denotes the number of components 
of the graph ( V, E). If G is connected, the bases of Mare exactly the span-
ning trees. . 
II. Cographic matroids (Whitney [1935)). Let G = ( V, E) be an undtrected 
graph, and Jet 3 consist of all subsets E' of E such that the graph 
( V, E\E') has the same number of components as G has (i. e., E' does not 
contain a non empty cut). Then M = (E, 3) is a matroid, with rank func-
• 
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tion r(E')=IE'l+K(V, E)-K(V, E\E'). If G is connected, the bases of M 
are exactly the complements of spanning trees. 
I I I. Transversal matroids (Edmonds and Fulkerson [ 1965]). Let G = ( V, E) 
be a bipartite graph, with colour classes S and T, and let 3 consist 
of all subsets S' of S for which there exists a matching in G 
covering S'. Then (S, 3) is a matroid, with rank function given by 
r(S') = min IS'\S"I + k1 (S'')I, where L1 (S'') denotes the set of vertices adja-
s"i=s' 
cent to at least one vertex in S" (this min-max relation follows from Ko-
nig's matching theorem (Theorem 2)). 
IV. Gammoids (Perfect [1968]). Let D =(V, A) be a directed graph, and let S 
and The subsets of V. Let 3 be the collection of subsets S' of S for which 
there exists IS'I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths starting in S' and ending in 
T. Then (S, .3") is a matroid, and its rank function can be written as a 
min-max relation, using Menger's theorem. Clearly, each transversal ma-
troid is a gammoid. 
V. (Linearly) representable matroids (Whitney [1935], Van der Waerden 
[1937]). Let S be a collection of vectors in a vector space, and let 3 be the 
collection of linearly independent sets of vectors in S. Then (S, 3) is a 
matroid. 
Moreover, Van der Waerden [1937] considered algebraic matroids. 
Given a matroid M=(S, .3") and a weight function w: S->-IR+, a maximum 
weighted independet set can be found with the following greedy algorithm: or-
der S = {si, ... , s,.} such that w(s 1) ~ ••• ~ w(s,.), and determine Sa, S 1, ••• , S,. in-
ductively as follows: 
(3) (i) Sa:= 0, 
(ii) S;+1:=S;U{S;+i}. if S;U{S;+1}E3, 
S;+1:=S;, 
fori=O, ... ,n-1. 
otherwise, 
Then S,. is a maximum weighted independent set. Edmonds [1971] and Gale 
[1968] observed that this characterizes matroids: if (S, 3) satisfies (I) (i) (ii), 
then (S, .3") is a matroid if and only if the greedy algorithm finds a maximum 
weighted set in ...?; for each weight function. 
Edmonds [1970, 1971] derived from the greedy method the following min-
max formula: given a matroid M =(S, .3"), with rank function r, and weight 
function w: S--+- '71, +, 
(4) the maximum weight of an independent set is equal to the minimum 
value of r(S1)+ ... +r(Sk), where S 1 £;;; ••• £;;;Sk£;;;S (repetition allowed), 
such that each elements of S occurs in at least w(s) of the S;. 
This is equivalent to the total dual integrality of: 
(5) x(s)~O 
x(S')~r(S') 
(sES), 
(S'ES) . 
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In particular, (5) determines the matroid polytope of M, being the convex hull 
of the independent sets of M. E. g., ( 4) implies as a special case a good charac-
terization for the maximum (or minimum) length of a spanning tree in a graph. 
It may be derived from (5) that the convex hull of the forests (i. e., edge sets 
containing no circuit) in an undirected graph G = ( V, E) is determined by: 
(6) x(e)~O 
X((V)),,;;; IV'l-1 
(eEE), 
(0,f V'~ V) 
where (V') denotes the set of edges contained in V'. 
Matroid intersection. Even more interestingly, there is a min-max relation for 
the maximum weight of a common independent set in two matroids. First con-
sider the cardinality case, for which Edmonds [1970] showed the following. 
Theorem 24 (Edmonds' matroid intersection theorem). Let M 1 = (S, ,_'57;) and 
M2 = (S, ,_5>;) be matroids, with rank functions r1 and r2, respectively. Then the 
maximum size of a set in Ji n c:?; is equal to 
(7) min (r1 (S') + r 2 (S\S')). 
S";;;;S 
This generalizes Konig's matching theorem: if G = ( V, E) is a bipartite 
graph, with colour classes V1 and V2, let 3; = {£'~EI no two edges in E' inter-
sect in v;}, for i = 1, 2; then (£, Ji) and (E, Ji) are matroids, and here The-
orem 24 reduces to Konig's theorem. Applying Theorem 24 to two transversal 
matroids gives a min-max formula for the maximum size of a common "system 
of distinct representatives". 
Other consequences are the following min-max relations, due to Edmonds 
[1965a, 1965b] and Nash-Williams [1964]. 
Corollary 24 a (Matroid partition theorems). Let M = (S, 3) be a matroid, with 
rank function r. Then the minimum number of independent sets needed to cover S 
is equal to maxllS'l/r(S')l. Moreover, the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
S'#0 
bases is equal to mm LIS\S'l/(r(S)-r(S'))J. 
S";;;;s. r(S'),..r(S) 
We leave it to the reader to derive this corollary from Theorem 24 (cf. 
Welsh [1970]). 
Specialized to graphic matroids, this corollary yields the following results 
of Nash-Willams [1961, 1964] and Tutte [1961]. Let G=(V, E) be an undirected 
graph. Then the minimum number of forests needed to cover E is equal to 
(8) r l(V)I l max I IV 'I - 1 , 
where the maximum ranges over all subsets V' of V with at least two elements, 
and where (V') denotes the set of edges contained in V'. If G is connected, the 
maximum number of pairwise disjoint spanning trees is equal to 
(9) . l IE\E'I J 
mm K(V, E')-1 ' 
.L. 
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where the minimum ranges over all subsets E' of E with K(V, E') (being the 
number of components of (V, £'))at least two. 
The following weighted version of the matroid intersection theorem was 
shown also by Edmonds [1970]. Let M1=(S, 3';) and M2=(S, .52) be ma-
troids, with rank functions r1 and r2, respectively, and let w: S-+'11.+ be a weight 
function. Then: 
(10) the maximum weight of a set in 3'; n .52 is equal to the minimum value 
of r1 (S1)+ ... +r1 (Sk)+r2(T1)+ ... +r2(1/), where S1 ~ ... ~Sk~S and 
T1 ~ ••• ~ 1J ~ S such that each element s of S is contained in at least 
w(s) of the Si. ... , Sk, Ti. ... , 1/. 
This implies the total dual integrality of the system 
( 11) x(s);;;.O 
x (S')..;; r1 (S') 
x(S')..;;r2 (S') 
(sES), 
(S'~S), 
(S'~S). 
So (11) determines the convex hull of the sets in 3'; n ~- Equivalently, the in-
tersection of two matroid polytopes has integer vertices again. Polynomial al-
gorithms for finding maximum weighted common independent sets were given 
by Edmonds [1979] and Lawler [1975]. 
Result (10) contains as special case the weighted version of Konig's match-
ing theorem. Also Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem (Theorem 16) can 
be derived. 
Submodular functions. In fact, Edmonds [1970] showed more generally the fol-
lowing. A function/: ..9 (S)-+ lR is called submodular if 
(12) /(S' n S'') + /(S' u S'') ..;;f(S') + /(S"), 
for all S', S"~S. Now, for submodular / 1,/2 : .9"(S)-+IR, the system 
(13) x(S')..;;/1 (S') (S'~S), 
x(S')..;;/2 (S') (S'~S), 
is totally dual integral. Moreover, total dual integrality is maintained if we add 
C1 ..;;x..;;c2 to (13), for arbitrary Ci, c2 (i. e., (13) is box totally dual integral). In 
particular, if /1 and /2 (and c1 and c2) are integer-valued, each face of the poly-
hedron (13) contains integer vectors. 
This generalizes the results on matroids given above, as the rank function of 
any matroid is submodular. Other examples of subrnodular functions are: (i) 
let G = ( V, E) be a bipartite graph, with colour classes S and T, and let 
w: T-+lR+; then /(S'):= w(L1 (S')) for S'~S is submodular (L1 (S') denoting the 
set of vertices in T adjacent to at least one vertex in S'); (ii) let D = ( V, A) be a 
directed graph, and let c: A-+lR+; then /(V'):= c(o+ ( V')) for V'~ V is submo-
dular. 
Edmonds and Giles [1977] gave a further generalization, containing also 
graph-theoretical results like the Lucchesi-Younger theorem as special cases . 
---- ------------------------~-----~----------
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Let '&' be a family of subsets of the finite set V, and let /: '&' _,. IR be such 
that: 
(14) if V', V"E'&' with V'n V";b0 and V'u V"I= V, then V'n V"E'6 and 
V'u V" E'6, and f(V' n V') +f(V'u V")~f(V')+f(V"). 
Then for any directed graph D = (V, A), and Ci. c2 : A ->-IR. u { ± oo}, the system 
(15) c1 (a)~x(a)~c2(a) 
x(8- (V'))-x(o+ (V))~f(V) 
(a EA), 
(V'E'&'), 
is totally dual integral. This contains Konig's matching theorem, the max-flow 
min-cut theorem, the Lucchesi-Younger theorem, the matroid intersection the-
orem, Dilworth's theorem, and the total dual integrality of (13) as special 
cases. 
Moreover, if C1;;;i;0, and if for all Vi. V2, V3 in <ff with V1 ~ V \Vi~ V3 there 
is no arc of D entering both V1 and V3 , then the system 
(16) c1 (a)~x(a)~c2 (a) (a EA), 
x(o-(V'));?; -f(V') (V'E'6), 
is totally dual integral. This contains Konig's matching theorem, the max-po-
tential min-work theorem, Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem, the Luc-
chesi-Younger theorem, the matroid intersection theorem, and the total dual 
integrality of (13) as special cases. 
The total dual integrality of (15) and (16) can be shown by extending the 
method given in Section 8 to prove Fulkerson's optimum branching theorem. 
Related results, which can be proved similarly, are given in Frank [1979], Gri-
shuhin [1981], Hassin [1978], Hoffman and Schwartz [1978], Lawler and Martel 
[1982], Schrijver [1982b]. For a survey, see Schrijver [1982c]. 
Matroid matching. It is not difficult to see that the following problem general-
izes both the matching problem in undirected graphs and the matroid intersec-
tion problem: given a matroid M = ( V, .5") and an undirected graph G = ( V, E), 
find an independent matching of maximum size. Here an independent matching 
is a set E' of pairwise disjoint edges with U E' independent in M. 
However, this matroid matching problem (Jenkyns [1974], Lawler [1971, 
1976]) is in general NP-hard (B. Korte, and Lovasz [1981a]), and a satisfactory 
min-max formula is likely not to exist. 
On the other hand, if M is linearly representable, and given by an explicit 
representation of Vas vectors v1, ••• , Vn in a vector space, Lovasz found a poly-
nomial algorithm [1981a], and the following min-max formula [1980a]. 
Theorem 25. The maximum size of an independent matching is equal to 
(17) . (d· L ~ ldimL;-dimL0 J) mm 1m o+;~i 2 
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which minimum ranges over linear spaces L 0 , LI> ... , L, (t;;;.. 0) such that 
L0 <;;,.L1 n ... nLt and such that.for each edge e of G. the linear hull of e inter-
sects L0 or e is contained in L; for some i = 1, ... , t. 
In case v1> •.. , Vn are linearly independent, Theorem 25 reduces to the Tutte-
Berge theorem. Also the matroid intersection theorem for representable ma-
troids is included. Moreover, Mader's theorem on vertex-disjoint S-paths (see 
Section 7) follows as a special case - see Lovasz [1980b], where some more cor-
ollaries are described. 
It is still an open problem to extend Theorem 25 to the weighted case. Also 
no polynomial algorithm finding a maximum weighted independent matching 
has been found as yet. In order to apply the ellipsoid method here, we need a 
description in terms of linear inequalities of the convex hull of the independent 
matchings, which is still unknown. 
Colourings. Finally we mention the following min-max relations for "supermo-
dular colourings". A collection 'lf of subsets of the finite set Sis called an inter-
secting family, and the function g: 'lf ..... IR is called supermodular on intersecting 
pairs, if the following condition is satisfied: 
(18) if S', S" E 'lf and S' n S" ;b 0, then S' n S" E 'if5 and S' u S" E 'lf and 
f(S' n S") + f(S' u S") ~ f(S') + f(S'). 
Now let 'lf1 and 16'2 be intersecting families on S, and let U1: 'iff1-+Z and 
U2: 'iff r-• Z be supermodular on intersecting pairs, such that g; (S') ~ IS'I for 
i = 1, 2 and S' E 16';. It may be derived, e. g., from Edmonds and Giles' result on 
(15) that: 
(19) min !IS"l i S"<;;,.S, IS" n S'I ~g; (S') for all i = 1, 2 and S' E'iff;} 
=max{g1(S1)+ ... +g1{S,,.)+g2(T1}+ ... +g2{7/)ISi. ... ,SmE'iffi, 
Ti. ... , 7/E 16'2, and Si. ... , S,m Ti, ... , 1/ pairwise disjoint}. 
This can be considered as a theorem on the minimum size of a common "span-
ning set" in two matroids. Now also the following, more or less "polar", min-
max result holds (cf. Schrijver [1983 b]): 
(20) min {k I there exist pairwise disjoint subsets Si. ... , Sk of S such that, for 
all i = 1, 2 and S' E 'lf;, S' intersects at least g; (S') of the 
S;)=max{g;(S')li= 1, 2; S'E'IB';} 
(assuming g;(S')~O for at least one i and S'). This relation implies Konig's and 
Gupta's edge-colouring theorems (Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 a). 
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